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Hog Farming. 
MOST PROFITABLE BUSINESS AND HAS 
MANY ADVANTAGES. 
The hug is a great feeder, as would be 
expected in an animal which produce» 
the fat that he doe*, and the hog likes to 
wallow in the mud (clean mud prefer- 
ably ) It has, therefore, come about, 
perhaps not unnaturally aud yet with 
the aid of man's mismanagemeut and 
poor care of the auimaU, that the mere 
name of the hog has come to be a muet 
opprobrious term. Aud yet, except for 
his voracious appetite, which can bo and 
it» made a blessing to mankind, the hog 
is a pretty respectable animal, if that 
was nor «ο, it is not likely that his fieeh 
would be considered,, as it is in many 
ways, a great delicacy. 
Hog breeding aud raising seems to 
many people a mure or less disagreeable 
business', but that is undoubtedly due in 
part to the impression that a great tbauy 
people have tiiat the hog is a dirty ani- 
mal. The bug is uut uatural'ly a filthy 
animal, but be has been made so, in- 
dividually, by a great many of the peo- 
ple who keep bogs. The hen is not con- 
sidered a dirty auimal because she likes 
a dust bath and sometimes almost buries 
herself in the fine dirt of the roadside. 
Vo more is the hog a dirty animal be- 
cause he likes to wallow in the earth or 
in tnud aud water. If given the oppor- 
tunity, the hog will keep himself as 
clean as any other animal. 
With this as a starter, there are many 
reasons why hog fanning is a desirable 
business. These are many reasons why 
it is lies·rable as a generous department 
of the busitess of the general farmer, 
the man who is carrying on a diversified 
form of farmiug in this section of the 
country. In the first place, it is very 
profitable. The readers of the Maine 
Farmer undoubtedly noticed the ref- 
erences in the report of the Franklin 
County Fair to a weil known farmer who 
keeps two brood sows, and who sold 
during the year eighteen pigs f>>r five 
dollars each, a total of ninety dollars 
When one realizes that six pigs at a 
litter twice a year is a low average, 
while ten and eleven are not uncommon, 
and that all which are not soldat the 
five dollar stage cau be readilv convert- 
ed into pork at a greater profit than al 
most any other thing that cau be raised 
on the farm, espeoia ly iu these days of 
high prices, the atiractiveuess of hug 
faimiug ia by no means a strange thing. 
Oue should not get the idea from re- 
marks of this kind, however, that all 
that is necessary for one to do is to buy 
a couple of bugs and turn them loose in 
a field or dump them into an old-fashion- 
ed sty which has been and still is used 
for a manure receptacle, and under such 
conditions expect the dollars of profit to 
actually force themselves into one's 
pocket. It is more than likely that un- 
der even such adverse conditions the 
hogs would be likely to yield a profit, 
but the danger of their contracting dis- 
ease would be increased, they could not 
attaiu to the most desirable condition 
for market, and there would be many 
more chances that the embryo bog raiser 
would meet with disappointment aud go 
out of the business. The mistake that 
a great many people make when they 
read about the great profits in raisiug 
hugs or some other farm products, is in 
jumping at the conclusion that it is all 
done without the taking of any par- 
ticular care or the expenditure of any- 
time, thought or money in the outset, or 
any time dur>ng the process. Thesecret 
ut a i?reat profit, whether it is in raising 
bogs or strawberries, is in careful breed 
ing, feeding, cultivating, cleanliness and 
proper harvesting. 
It makes no particular difference what 
breed of bogs a man chooses if be 
chooses some which are adapted to his 
conditions and which be likes and then 
cares for them. Every man thinks bis 
particular breed is the best, or should 
think so, for they are all good and all 
have their points of superiority in the 
minds of some of us. 
Δ short time auo we visited a large 
piggery in New Hampshire, and there 
we were impressed more than ever with 
the idea that the bog is naturally a more 
or less cleanly animal, more cleanly in 
some respects than many other farm 
auimals. The hogs in this piggery have 
wo sections to their p us and their 
sleeping sections are always clean. At 
auoiher time we visited the piggery ot a 
town tarin in Connecticut and were still 
more favorably impressed with the 
cleanly habits of the hog. The pens 
were so clean and the hogs aud little 
pigs were so evidently cleanly them- 
selves that we found no difficulty at all 
in believing tbe wife of the superintend- 
ent of tbe farm (who was a pig enthu- 
siast herself) when she told us that a 
little while before our arrival she had 
actually climbed over into the pen to ad- 
minister a dose of medicine to one of the 
little suckers which was sick. 
We are Dot yet ready to accept that 
declaration of the manufacturers of lard 
substitutes that hogs are dlthy animals 
and that their Hesh is, therefore unfit 
for consumption as food, if the in- 
dividual hog is dirty, it is the fault of 
his owner and the conditions under 
wbich he is kept.—Maine Farmer. 
Take Care of the Machinery ! 
Farm machinery is often sadly neglect- 
ed when not io use. It i· not uncom- 
mon to see binders, cultivators, grain- 
drills, plows, etc., left out all winter in 
the field where tbey were last used, or 
in tbe baruyard. 11ere they are exposed 
to the sun, rain and snow at all times of 
tbe year, and the actual depreciation 
from such exposure is more than the 
wear caused by use. To leave machin- 
ery exposed to ail kinds of weather has 
the same effect as it would bave on 
house furniture, livestock, or anythiug 
that nature has not provided with pro- 
tection against the elements. 
One of the best iaveatmeDts oo tbe 
• farm is a good machine shed in which 
all machinery can be put when not in 
use. Statistics show that such an in- 
vestment will mean a return of 30 per 
cent on tbe money invested. It increase· 
the life of machinery 50 to 100 per cent. 
Even at the present price of lumber, s 
luacb ne shed, 16 by 32 feet, well built, 
on a concrete foundation, will coat only 
about $125. Such a building will house 
all the farm implements used oo the 
average farm. To figure tbe life of such 
ι a building at 15 years, with a <mall out· 
lay for an occasional coat of paint, will 
make the annual cost of sheltering all 
the machines on the farm less than 920 a 
year. Such small annual cost will pay 
many fold in its saving on tbe déprécia' 
• non of the machinery. 
A little time used in overhauling and 
cleaning up each piece of machinery, 
1 when one is through with it, is well 
spent. Tighten up all the bolts, aatu 
rate :be bearings and cover all wearing 
surface· with a good t.rade of machio< 
oil. Thia will ataj on from one year tc 
another, and keep the part· from ruat 
ing. Plow laya and all poliahed parti 
ahould be cleaned and covered with oi' 
or grease of some kind, to keep them 
ii 
good condition. There ia no part of 
thi 
• farm operation at which a little time car 
be spent to better advantage than look 
ing after farm machinery. 
The indicated corn crop for thia yea 
ia 3,046.000.000 bushels, from an acreagi 
of 114.003,000. The Hnai estimates οι 
the crop last year were 2,772,376,000 
Tbe iudicsted wheat crop is 661,769,000 
The indicated oat crop ia 1,006.396,000 
which is somewhat tbe largeat ever, ant 
the barley crop, while not the largea 
ever raised, is expected to amount t< 
over a million and a half bushels. 
Keep Cows Warm. 
8TABI.K BETTKK THAN BABXYABD IN 
THE COLD WEATHER OF WINTEB. 
The time of the year ha* arrived when 
the farm stock Deed shelter. Especially 
is this true of the dairy cow, and the 
man who expects to make a profit from 
his animals should remember that heat 
is an essential in any sort of animal 
product. The animal body has a quite 
high degree of heat naturally, and if the 
temperature falls below the normal very 
much, the end comes quickly. It is 
easily recognized, therefore, that in the 
winter time, in cold weather, the farm 
auimals must have heat-producing food 
more than in the hot or warm weather 
■>f summer. This in itself is sufficient 
reason for keeping the dairy cow com- 
fortable in winter, even if the other 
otock is allowed to expend its strength 
and the assimilation of its food in mak- 
ing enough animal beat to keep from 
freezing to death, rather than iu making 
growth and flesh. 
The cow to be profitable needs to be 
able to convert the largest possible 
amount of its feed into milk, and should 
be required to spend ttie least possible 
amount of its feed in producing bodily 
heat. 
Not only should the stables be warm 
for winter and stormy weather, but they 
should be well ventilated, but what we 
started out particularly to say was that 
cows should not be allowed to stay out 
in the barnyard very much when the 
weather is cold, for they chill very 
easily. The dairy cow is a highly de- 
veloped, milk producing animal, and al 
though she should have a good constitu- 
tion she is manifestly not a rugged ani- 
mal. Probably it is good for the cows 
ro be turned out into the yard for a little 
time each day, unless it is too cold or 
stormy, but they should not be left out 
there to loaf and to shiver. These sug- 
gestions seem to us to be good for the 
present time of the year. Cows are 
much better off in warm stables than in 
browsiug on a cold hillside, and if the 
weather in the late fall is damp or blus- 
tering, if it is not at least moderately 
comfortable, the cows are much better 
off in the shelter of stables. 
These remarks do not, of course, ap- 
ply to those men who are taking the 
very best possible care of their cows, 
for such men undoubtedly know more 
about c >ws than we do. But there are 
even men who think they are taking 
good care of their cattle who make the 
mistake of allowing cows to stand out in 
the barnyard in the winter time much 
too long, under the notion that the fresh 
air is good for them. Fresh air is good, 
undoubtedly, but they ought to be able 
to get that in their stables, and cold air 
which is likely to chill to the bone is 
most emphatically harmful.—Maine 
Farmer. 
Agricultural Schools. 
A nation which can count a harvest by 
billions, it might be supposed, would be 
prone to imagine that it is already prac- 
ticing good enough agricultural methods. 
But we imagine that when the banks 
are all repaid their loans to farmers to 
move their crops and profit and loss 
accounts are closed, the per capita net 
earnings of our great agricultural pop- 
ulation will not be wholly satisfying. 
When, too, the average yield per acre 
for each of our products over the entire 
country is compared with the yield in 
other countries, we are quite sure that 
convincing proof will be appliod that 
we as a nation are prodigal and wasteful 
in the extreme in farming. 
To illustrate: The United States" 
produces an average of eighty-eight bush 
els of potatoes per acre and the farmer 
who grows 300 bushels is justified in 
boasting of his skill iu agriculture. 
Crowded England often raises 1U00 
bushels to the acre and still more crowd- 
ru UVI(;iuiu, »T ivu vtv. ww 
the nj il are mile, can ofteu show 1000 
bushels to the acre. What is here said 
of potatoes is equally and strikingly 
true of all other land products. So our 
Agricultural Department has sent a 
commissioner to Europe to iind out bow 
they do it. 
The principle upon which European 
farmers work is that of paying due re- 
gard to the cost of production. That is, 
all the intensive farm methods—getting 
the most possible out of an acre of land 
with the least possible expenditure of 
money. It is necessary to emphasize 
the word "money" for there is a system 
of farming which obtaius in all coun- 
tries that consists in gettiug the most 
possible out of an acre with the least ex- 
penditure of labor, time, investment or 
care. If that is farming at all, it is not 
extensive farming, but the most expen- 
sive kind of farming. 
Now and then we are told that the 
American farmer will soon have ex- 
hausted all the natural fertility of the 
laud and that he must come to intensive 
methods. That warning is uttered as 
though it were some impending calamity 
or fearful alternative. 
It is nut necessary to wait until the 
fertility of the laud is exhausted before 
adopting intensive methods. All cao 
commence to morrow morning. And 
absolutely nothing else can be conceived 
which will contribute so much and so 
quickly to the national and individual 
wealth as will a radical reform in the 
direction of more scientific and business 
like methods of agriculture and horti- 
culture.—Washington Post. 
More Money from the Same Cows. 
Dairymen who are weighing the milk 
from each cow every day find that their 
returns are much larger than formerly 
wben they followed the old custom of 
guessing at the amount in the pail, froth 
and all. It take* but a few seconds' 
time to weigh the milk and make a 
record of it, if convenient scale· and 
blanks are at hand. The most con- 
venient scale is a spring balance, weigh- 
ing to sixty pounds by tenths, having an 
adjustable hand which may be set to 
balance the weight of the empty pail. 
The record sheets need to be convenient 
and have sufficient space for the figures. 
The Dairy Division of the Maine Depart- 
ment of Agriculture bas had so many 
calls for blanks, they have had some 
printed to be furnished to Maine dairy- 
men on application, the only condition 
being that at the end of the weighing 
year the monthly totals for each oow 
shall be copied on a special blank fur- 
nished by the department, and sent Into 
the office at Augusta. Maine dairymen 
desinug these blanks may obtain appli- 
cation cards for them by addressing 
K. W. Rkdman, 
State Dairy Instructor, 
Augusta, Maine. 
Maine Sweet Cora. 
The very general report that the 
sweet corn pack in Maine this year was 
the largest, the best and the moat 
profitable that the state has ever had is 
gratifying. Individual results show that 
sweet corn raising can be made profit- 
able at both ends of the industry, the 
growing and the packing, and the grow· 
ere and the packers should be vitally in- 
terested in maintaining the reputation 
that Maine-packed sweet corn has of be- 
ing the best in the country. Thert are a 
few thiuga in which Maine holds a pre- 
eminent position and that is one of them. 
The people of Maine who are directly in- 
terested in it should take care that tbe 
state does not lose that position.— 
Maine Farmer. 
The entering class in the College of 
Agriculture of the University of Maine 
this year numbers more than eighty, 
which is well on toward half of tbe 
total number of students in tbe entering 
J class of the entire university, which is 
about two hundred. Thia shows tbe 
remarkable growth of the College of 
Agrioulture, which six year· ago had 
j two men in 
tbe four-year course. 
The farm exists for tbe man; not the 
man for the farm.—Dr. W. H. Jordan. 
TWO IN A 
GALE 
The Results Were Pro- 
pitious 
By CLARISSA MAÇKIE 
Copyright, 1910, by American Pr··· 
Association. 
The mountains lifted blue green 
summits to the soft blue skies, and 
their shadowy slopes were reflected In 
the cool depths of the lake at tbelr 
feet. In the two storied pavilion that 
overhung the sheet of water three 
young men watched the hotel bus roll- 
ing up the Incline to the many win- 
dowed hostelry perched on the caetera 
mountain. 
Dick Fancher lifted a pair of field- 
glasses to his eyes and scanned the 
tiny objects emerging from the bus. 
"Girls, girls, everywhere, and not a 
man In sight." he misquoted compiain- 
tngly. 
Lester Pennington leaned back In his 
chair and yawned widely; then, as if 
suddenly reminded of something im- 
portant. be Jumped up and found a 
seat on the railing. 
"Did you see the masculine young 
woman that came with the Bowker 
party?" he asked, with animation. 
They nodded assent. 
"Say," he went on. "tell me why a 
good looking girl will get herself up to 
look like α half baked dude? Did you 
uote the dinky panama hat, the stiff 
collar and four-in-hand tie, the white 
shirt waist and black cutaway coat? 
Who could make love to α girl of that 
sort?" 
"I couldn't" said Dick bluntly. "I'm 
fond of fluffy ruffly. lacy sorts of 
girls." 
"So I've observed," chuckled Billy 
Satterly, knot-king his pipe against the 
railing. 
"You haven't expressed your opinion 
of the mannish young woman, Billy," 
suggested Pennington 
"Mail's in. Are you chaps going up 
after our share?" asked Satterly Ir- 
relevantly. 
"Going after our own letters; then 
we shall sit on the piazza with the 
Bowker girls Come up and get your 
own mail, you lazy beggar." Penning- 
ton poked Billy suggestively as he saun- 
tered past. "Come on. Dick Perhaps 
we can ring In a game of tennis. So 
long. Billy boy." 
"Great Scott, it's hot here. I believe 
I'll climb up to the peak where the 
wind must be blowing some miles a 
minute." Billy pulled his hat down 
over his eyes and set forth on the 
narrow trail that wriggled up the 
mountain. 
The wind was increasing, and the 
pines and cedars rustled and whisper- 
ed noisily. All the wild scents of pine 
and hemlock and trailing sassafras and 
other more elusive odors assailed his 
nostrils as he climbed upward, stop- 
ping now and then to rest and gaze 
over the view that widened below as 
he went 011 The long afternoon was 
before him, and he outlined a vaguely 
delightful period of repose on the peak 
with nothing above him but the tender 
•.ι.— ,.t.„ iha fliuwv white clouds 
sailing uloug toward the south. 
"If none of those giggly girls from 
the hotel break In ou me I ought to 
have a bully old time." panted Sat- 
terly as he tolled up the last steep 
ascent. 
He crammed his hat down farther 
over his eyes in defense against the 
gale that was blowing up here. Brac- 
ing himself against the wind, he turned 
to look down into the valley below 
when he became aware that he was 
not alone on the peak. 
Near him. and apparently oblivious 
to his presence, was a slender, boyish 
figure, whose black cloth skirts whip- 
ping back in the wind accentuated 
the 
masculine appearance of what proved 
to be a girl, "aud a mighty pretty girl 
at that." thought Satterly as he looked 
at her 
This was the girl who had arrived 
with the Bowkere- the one Penning- 
ton had been making all sorts of asi- 
nine remarks about. Billy maneuvered 
himself into her range of vision and 
bared his head. 
"Stlfflsh gale," he remarked pleas- 
antly. 
The girl swept him with contemptu- 
ous eyes from which all the softness 
had fled and bowed her head so very 
slightly that Billy admitted it would 
have been better If «he had made no 
sign of recognition whatever. 
His brow darkened under the brim 
of his hat: then he pulled the hat off 
again and stood bareheaded In the 
wind. He would make her speak, he 
vowed. 
"Stlfflsh gale." he said again. 
No reply this time. The girl had 
dropped her hat and framed her eyes 
with her hands, looking Intently at the 
figures like tnannikins dotted about 
the hotel grounds below. 
"Stlfflsh gale." repeated Billy obsti- 
nately. still looking at her. 
8he made no reply to this original 
remark, but the young man thought 
he detected a quiver of the sensitive 
mouth. 
"Stlfflsh gale!" he yelled angrily, Just 
as the gale took her light hat and 
swept It with stinging force against 
his face. "I told you it was a stlfflsh 
gale." he added rebuklngly as he held 
the hat toward her. 
"The hands came down, and the soft 
eyes gleamed mirthfully upon him as 
she took the hat 
"Thank you," she Mid demurely. 
"Then you're alive, after all," 
breathed Billy rellevedly. "Too were 
so silent I thought you were petrified 
with amazement or admiration or 
something, you know." 
"I was petrified—with surprise that 
you should address me at all," said 
the 
girl, with unfriendly emphasis in her 
low voice. Satterly had to draw closer 
to hear what she said: between the 
wind and the rushing sound of the 
swaying trees below there was a tu- 
mult of harmorlous noises. 
"Why?" demanded Billy Satterly 
bluntly, fixing his honest eyes on here. 
"1 was In the upper balcony of the 
pavillon a little while ago," she said 
curtly. 
"Oh!" gasped Billy. 
"I heard what you said," she went 
on resentfully. "Listener· never hear 
any good of themselves, but—I thought 
It was unkind In you to say—I 
thought"— 
Billy reddened to his forehead. "Oh, 
I say," he apologized, "the fellows 
didn't mean any harm; lfs Just the 
Idle gossip that one drift· Into when 
there Isn't anything else to do. Every 
one of us would risk our neck for 
yot*. Don't"— 
"What Is jour on me?" asked the 
girl hurriedly. 
"Satterly-Blliy Satterly." he said. 
"Oh. you're the one that didn't nay 
anything, then?" She seemed to 
breathe a little sigh of relief. "Why 
didn't you answer when they asked 
what you thought of my masculine at- 
tire?" 
"There was nothing to say. I hap- 
pened to see you when you arrived on 
the stage last night, and"- He paus- 
ed. as If embarrassed by a too eager 
tongue. 
"And?" she suggested. 
"I thought you didn't need any frills, 
you know." he finished lamely. 
"Thunks." she said simply, dropping 
down to a seat on the rock and press- 
lug back the flying waves of black 
hulr from her eyes. "But that Is not 
the reason why I wear plain clothes. 
You see. I'm a western girl, and I was 
born and raised on a ranch. Father 
and I lived alone. There were Just 
two after 1 came, and I had to be both 
son and daughter to dad. He died a 
j ear ago, and so I had to come east 
and make my home with Mrs. Bowker. 
my aunt. 1 had private tutors at the 
ranch, but of the outside world I have 
been quite ignorant. 1 am learning 
rapidly that «Iris are girls and boys 
are boys, so a little later I'm going to 
put on frills and fribbles. I'm wearing 
these plain thlngs-oh, well, because of 
dad, you know. It seems as if the old 
days were not so far away." She 
choked over the last words, and her 
eyes were drowued with sudden tears. 
She searched vainly for a handker- 
chief. and Billy, full of tender solici- 
tude. drew a snowy square from his 
own pocket, shook it out and tossed It 
into her lap; then he turned away and 
looked at distant ridges that seemed 
strangely blurred in outline. 
"Thank you so much. I'm very sor- 
ry 1 made such a goose of myself." 
said the girl after a little while, 
"only"- 
"Vou needn't say a word."•Interrupt- 
ed Billy energetically. "After my 
mother went-why—well I knuw all 
about it. It's a etlffish gale." he added 
hastily. 
"It Is," she laughed through her 
tears. "How horrid you must have 
thought me. Mr. Satterly, but I heard 
what you were all saying, and I did 
feel so lonely and unappreciated, you 
know Wasn't it silly? So I Just tip- 
toed downstairs and flew up to this 
rock out of sheer desire to be alone." 
"And I've been Intruding on your 
privacy all this time." cried Billy re- 
morsefully. "I'll run along down now 
—be careful when you descend; you 
might slip on the pine needles and 
sprain your ankle. One of the girls 
did that the other day." Ile turned to 
the path. 
"Please stay, Mr. Satterly." she urg- 
ed. "You mustn't let Lie drive you 
away. Thank you." She pressed the 
handkerchief into his hand, and he re- 
turned it to his pocket silently. 
"You are sure I won't hi· in the 
way?" he asked, settling dowu on the 
ground and taking out his neglected 
newspaper. I 
"Not at all. And you may suioke 
your pipe too. I don't mind it." she 
smiled as he stuffed a tobacco pouch 
back in hie pocket. 
"Thank you." he said gratefully. 
1 
"You do not know my name," said 
the girl suddenly. "It's not fair when 
I am acquainted with yours. I am 
Rose Ben worth." 
"XûanK you." sum ίΜΐιιιτι,) gruttrij. 
After awhile the greedy wind lore 
the paper from his bunds, and they 
watched It sail down the mountain 
side until It reached the lake, where 
It became a white winged craft and 
disappeared from view. 
Then Billy showed Rose how to find 
pictures in the sailing clouds, and she 
ecofflngly taught him more about 
cloud painting than he had ever dream 
ed, for she was a child of prairie and 
hill in the western country. 
So they talked until the sun dipped 
below the west peak, and then they 
went regretfully down the narrow 
trail. "Hack to the earth—out of the 
clouds," remarked Billy as he helped 
Rose Benworth over the slippery pine 
needles. 
At the hop that night Dick Puncher 
and Lester Pennington rallied Billy on 
his long absence that afternoon. They 
had. with one accord, fallen captive to 
the charm of Rose Benworth In her sim- 
ple white evening frock. She danced 
to perfection. 
"What's the matter with you, old 
taan?" they demanded of Billy. "You 
look as If you'd been drinking!" 
"I have." he said urbanely. 
"Whnt?" 
"Xectar and all that sort of thing, 
you know." 
"Rulil.i^îi!" Jeered Dick enviously. 
Tou'r·· In love, that'e what'· the mat- 
ter wiOi you." 
And ·»>» It nrovrd. 
COURTESIES AT SEA. 
Dipping the Flag Rank· Before the 
Booming of the Guna. 
in the days before caunou uad In- 
deed until comparatively recent times 
a vessel made It» salutation by lower- 
ing or "dlppiug" Its tlag This is the 
odest and most honorable greeting 
which a ship can give, it ranks before 
the booming of guns, however many. 
This salute has always been demand- 
ed by English s|>eaking seamen, and Its 
exaction has burned the hearts and the 
powder of generations of naval com 
tnanders. For a foreign ship, whether 
merchant or martial, to enter an Kng 
lish port without velllug topsails or 
dipping Its national tlag was to court 
the chances of war. although the pro 
fonndest peace existed. Without warn- 
ing or afgument the shore defenses or 
a man-of-war would send a round of 
shot across the bows or between the 
masts of the insolent Intruder, and if 
the offending flag came not down In 
stantly the foreigner was brought to 
her senses by being raked through and 
through. Such was the reception ac- 
corded by Sir John Hawkins In the 
sixteenth century to the Spanish ad 
mirai who In time of |>cace sailed into 
Portsmouth sound without veiling his 
topsails or lowering bis flag. 
Salutes are essential matters of naval 
etiquette and are exchanged under an 
elaborate code arranged between the 
iwwers. The number of guns to 
be 
fired under all conceivable circum- 
stances Is minutely stipulated.—New 
York Press. 
Leigh Hunt'e Grave. 
Id the serene silence of Kensal 
Green cemetery. London, Leigh Hunt'· 
body lies at rest. A visitor, reaching 
over the Iron fence to part the fra- 
grant shrubs that shadow the tomb- 
stone. reads these words: 
"Write me as one who loves his fel- 
iow men 
" 
It was his own cheerful philosophy 
if life that Leigh Hum expresse* 
through the lips of his Abou Ben Ad 
hein, and the sentiment Is very touch- 
ing come upon in this way. 
ο·ο·ο·ο·ο·ο·οο·ο»ο·ο·ο·ο·ο 
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It was poised ou the rolling green 
turf of the west meadow and with Its 
outspread wIiirs looked very mui-b like 
a great white butterfly. 
"I cull it au 'air Mer.' " explained *Ii- 
rarn Butler to the little crowd of tneu 
and women who had gathered about 
the machine. "1 foel justly proud of 
her too. Made every bit myself except 
the engine." 
"Must have cost a pretty penny," 
drawled James Lummox enviously. 
"If lt'd teen me I'd rather have an 
uutermobile. You can take the hull 
family out In one of them cars." 
"It do seem sort of a sellish con- 
traption." put In Mrs. Deacon Skiuuer. 
"For Instance, suppose you wanted to 
take Ellen out on a Sunday afternoon. 
Where the land would she sit?" She 
peered cuniously at the broad leather 
strap that served as the single seat In 
the flying machine. 
•M wouldn't want to go." snapped 
Kilen Butler, with an angry glance at 
lier husband. "Catch me trusting my- 
self In the air with any man!" 
All the while that her husband was 
demonstrating the wonders of his in- 
vention and even while lie made a 
short experimental flight above the 
clover tops Ellen was thinking bitterly 
of the money that had gone into the 
useless machine. The bank account, 
savings of years, had been drained to 
Its last dollar, and the mortgage which 
Hiram had placed on the house to get 
more money to perfect his patents 
see—c:1 to Ellen like some huge blotch 
thai would never be eradicated. 
When the onlookers had gone away 
Ellen still remained, silently watching 
Π train's movements about the ma- 
chine. Presently he looked up. and 
hi gaze met lier hostile eyes. He 
sti rlphtened Immediately. 
"1 wish you didn't feel so bitter 
al >ut this. Ellen." he said soberly 
"You know I wouldn't have taken the 
m>>ney out the bank or mortgaged th 
place If I didn't expect to make a hun 
dud times as much with this lnven 
tii αι. 
"If it's a failure, Ellen." he went ou 
quietly. "I'll take a job In the pin fac- 
tory to Dodgevllle till I've earned 
enough to puP the money all back. 
I'll do it and run the farm too. But 
I'm not gilug to fail, ho you think 
I'd put that money In it if I hadn't 
felt pretty sure of success? I'm going 
up tonight too. Don't you want to see 
me?" 
"No. I don't. IIIrani Butler, and 1 
wish you wouldn't fly over the house. 
The pesky thing might fall on it and 
knock ο if a chimney or come through 
the roof. Land knows. I'd like to keep 
a roof over my head even If 1 starve 
to death!" Ellen turned and proceed- 
ed toward the house without one back- 
ward glance at her husband. 
11 Ira in mood by the machine, bis ι 
shoulder drooping slightly. Iiis broad 
forehead knitted thoughtfully. His 
blown eyes seemed to peer anxiously 
beyond the low lying hills as If timor- 
ous of the result of this evening's ex- 
periment. Budauet, the aviator, had 
an estate there, and he had promised 
Hiram he would buy the patent out- 
right If the "air flier" would make a [ 
successful flight across the twenty 
miles of country that separated their 
respective homes. 
Now, as he stood there In the pas- 
ture. his Invention the public topic of I 
the community, Hiram spoke as If in 
self defense against his neighbors' 
disapproval and his wife's bitter res- 
ignation. 
"I may be u farmer born and bred," 
he said slowly, still with that farsee- 
ing glance across the hills, "and may- 
be that's the very reason I've Invented 
a flying machine when I couldn't con- 
trive a corn shelter or a mowing ma- 
chine to save my life. It's the birds 
have done It. I've studied 'em till I 
believe I could almost fly myself." 
The supper bell jnngled noisily from 
the front porch, where Ellen awaited 
his coming. He was quick to catch 
the note of Impatience In Its brazen 
tongue and hasteued toward the house. 
As he entered the kitchen his wife 
passed Into the dining room and sat 
down at the table. 
It was a slleut meal, as had been all 
the meals In that house since the mort- 
gage had rested thereon. At last Hi- 
ram pushed his plate aside and arose. 
"I'm going down to the postofflce, 
Ellen. When I come back I'm going 
to make the longest flight I've ever at- 
tempted. If I succeed In getting over 
to Budauet's place he's promised to 
buy me out. You wouldn't want to 
come out and see me off?" He spoke 
a little wistfully. 
Ellen's face turned obstinately away 
as she poured herself another cup of 
tea. 
"Excuse me!" she said emphatically. 
"One ninny In the family Is enough! 
If you get as far as the chlckeu house 
I hope you'll look up the chickens, 
You forgot 'em last night." 
When she had cleared the table and 
washed the supper dishes Ellen stood 
in the doorway looking out Into the 
moonlighted yard. Hiram had not 
yet returned from the village or else 
he was about to start on his strange 
aerial Journey without coming to the 
house again. 
Half curiously and with much un 
wia&Ks· of mind, Ellen stole softlj 
tlaviigh the garden into the great uas- 
ture, which was flooded with pale 
moonshine. Tall, black shadowy ce- 
dars were grouped about the southern 
boundary, and now they were dew wet 
and smelted faintly aromatic. 
Ellen approached the machine, which 
lay shrouded in its canvas blanket, and 
its very bigness suddenly attacked her 
with terror of the prospective Journey 
and the danger tliut menaced her hus- 
band. She wrong her hands nervous- 
ly, striving to think of some method 
that would deter Hiram from flying 
'hat ulght. Under the blue sky and 
sunshine It would not seem so dread- 
ful—so dangerous. 
Fifteen minutes luter she was return 
;ng from the barn tugging at a long 
rope at the end of which a small 
nchor bumped over or stuck Into the 
round with annoying frequency. In 
!:ie shadow of what she knew to be 
!ie rear of the machine Ellen parsed 
: nd lifted the canvas. She surveyed 
the Intricate machinery with a grow- 
ing conviction that her hua band muet 
be deterred from making an ascension 
above the ground. Suppose some part 
should give way? 
She had determined upon what es- 
pecial rod she would tie the rope and 
thus anchor Illram to the ground until 
she could by wit or wile prevail upon 
lilm to give up the risky adventure, 
when she heard his approaching steps. 
She whisked away In the shadow 
of the machine just In time to receive 
the muffling folds of canvas In a 
cloud upon her form. She freed her 
head and shoulders and crouched un- 
seen by her husband. Carefully he 
examined the air flier, trying each 
bolt and nut, fingering a delicate ad 
justment here and there, his face stern 
and close lipped in the light of a small 
brass lantern held In one hand. 
Then he moved forwnrd: there was 
the heavy chugging of the engine, and 
Ellen's heart almost stopped still. In 
another Instant It would be too late 
to detain him—he would be out of her 
reach, beyond her touch, and he could 
not hear her plea for pardon. 
It had flown above the house. Ellen 
darted desperately forward, groped 
for and found the anchor, tied the 
rope hastily and clumsily to the near- 
est projecting rod. paused to tie an- 
other hard, square knot before Jam- 
ming the flukes on the auchor Into the 
soft turf. 
With a whirring rush the machine 
started down the slope, the wheels re- 
volving dizzily. The anchor whipped 
after, and somehow Ellen's hands 
closed desperately about the flukes 
and then she felt herself rising up- 
ward with terrifying velocity. 
Clutching the an-hor, Ellen swept 
up with ihe machine very mm h like 
the tall to a gigantic kite. She he'tr.l 
Hiram's voice swearing vigorously, 
and she felt no horror. She closed her 
eyes tightly and held ou. Her feet 
brushed treetops once or twice, and 
she knew she was above the cedar 
grove. Then one foot tangle»! in nojh 
crooked branch, and she lost her 1ί·Ί<! 
on the anchor. With a frightened cry 
she fell Into the embracing arms of 
the close limbed cedars. Through an 
aperture in the branches she saw t:n 
ulr flier dart upward aud away 
through the moonlight, the an *1» *r 
dangling like a twisted thre.ul. until 
the noise of the engine died aw ly and 
all was still. 
Cradled in the treetops. Ellen dared 
not stir for fear of falling. She was a 
slight woman, and she had fallen 
snngly into strong branches that « lin- 
ed upward like the ribs of a ship 
Her hands were torn and bleeding, 
her face was scr; tched, and her twist- 
ed ankle pained horribly. Hut above 
all was the agony of belief that her 
husband had gone forth Into space 
tud would never return. 
Too wretched to cry aloud more 
than once, she huddled, cold and stiff, 
through the long hours of the night. 
Owls hooted unpleasantly near, whip 
poorwllls throbbed In the thickets, and 
all around were the sleepy twitter of 
birds aud the soft brush of wind In 
the trees. 
She must have fallen asleep, for the 
sound of her name called In Hiram's 
stentorian tones awakened her to pale 
daylight. There was anxious terror In 
his voice. 
"Here I am." she called feebly, and 
then louder, until ut last he came won- 
derlngly to lier rescue. It was not 
until they were within the house and 
she had sobbed out her wretchedness 
on his breast that Hiram spoke sooth 
nifciy 
"Do you know what you Ellen 
Hutler?" be asked. "I was in doubt 
about making a successful lliclil. bu! 
I didn't know what was the matter 
with th«* machine. That thei··.· an lior 
was the additional weight that bai 
anted her perfectly. Whatever saved 
it from catching In the trees I don't 
know. It was a elear ease of Provi- 
dence all through. 1 guess, for you had 
a narrow escape. That there anchor 
sold the machine. Ellen, for without 
it 1 couldn't have got to liudnuet's. 
As It Is. it's sold for enough to raise 
the mortgage and make us pretty In- 
dependent besides." He yawned sleep 
lly and stretched himself. 
"It's done more than that. Hiram," 
said Ellen gently, the tears shining in 
her penitent eyes. 
"What's that?" he asked. And then, 
looking down Into her upturned face, 
he kissed her and smiling whimsically, 
answered his own <|uery. "Settled the 
first and last quarrel we ever had. 
eh ?" 
Ellen nodded assent^ "And shows 
that even the tall of η kite may be 
useful." She shuddered a little at the 
recollection of lier perilous tlight, and 
Hiram pa I id suddenly as he stooped 
toward her. And then in the moment 
of reconciliation they forgot the white 
butterfly and the fortune it had made 
for them. 
THE OLD OAKEN BUCKET. 
A Drink From the Well That Was Not 
Appreciated. 
The girl accepted the glass of lee 
water with a fervor In her words that 
went away beyond the manner of or- 
dinary politeness. 
"Yes." she confessed, "1 am deeply 
grateful. You don't know what a bless- 
ing it Is to be able to get a drink out 
of a refrlgerntor—just ο|κ*η the door 
and take It out. You see. I've been 
visiting at one of those houses In the 
country where the poetic old onken 
bucket still Is on the Job. Every time 
I wanted η drink I had to get α knife 
and a weight and a rope and a bucket 
and η cup. I dug the lid of the well 
up with the knife. Then 1 adjusted 
the weight on one side of the bucket 
so it would tip over nnd take In water 
when It lilt the bottom. Then I drew 
up the bucket, took a cupful of water, 
coiled the rope. Rhut down the lid and 
put the knife away again. All that 
for 
just oup little drink! 
"Once we went out driving. We 
found one well where we couldn't get 
the lid up We found another where 
the rope was too short. I 
was Just 
dying for a drink by that time, 
so one 
of the boys held another upside down 
in the well-by the legs, you kuow- 
and we dipped out ο drink that way 
1'hank yon". I'm very comfortable 
where I am. No oaken buckets for 
me. except In songs."—Kansas City 
Star. 
Busy All the Time. 
Little Howard came In the other day. 
crying and rubbing several bumps 
caused by a series of "butts" admluls 
tered by a pet sheep. 
"Well. Howard," said his sympathet- 
ic entitle, "what did you do when the 
sheep knocked you dowu?" 
"1 didn't do anything. 1 was getting 
up all lie time."—Delineator. 
Fortune baa often been blamed for 
blindness, but fortune Is not so 
blind 
as men are.-Samuel Sinlle*. 
Λ 
CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
Everything: has Its place In the grpat 
economy of things. and the useful 
Christmas present is not barred out. 
In the great array of gifts spread out 
to choose from It is not well in every 
case to Ik? led away from the useful 
by the mere glitter of brass aud crys- 
tal. 
There are other useful gifts besides 
collars and pajamas, bathrobes and 
corset covers Each person's home life 
suggests hundreds of ueeds which do 
not touch too closely on the personal 
and which yet may be numbered 
among the useful. 
Why Not Buy Mother a Bag? 
Mot lier can never have too many 
shopping bags, for they have an un- 
pleasant habit of wearing out very 
VELVET HHOITINO ΒΛΟ. 
rapidly. Then if she Is η mother who 
likes t<> keep up to the minute in lier 
fashions she will appreciate a shopping 
bag such as the model seen in the il- 
lustration Light gray velvet is the 
ft brie used, ai.d it is hand paiuted hi 
ν it colors The appearanc e is much 
like suede, but It is ever so much 
newer and smarter than the average 
bag of commerce. The hand lei are 
also of the velvet. It is fitted with a 
Ion,,· purse between two open compart- 
ments. 
Gifts In Mourning Jewelry. 
When mourning is worn there are 
useful and attractive gins to be found 
in tlie shops Among tln-m ar black 
onyx beads, a necklace or a lorgnette 
chain in gun metal. An umbrella with 
one or tlii new liiii metal handles Is 
always appreciated. Or what il·» yon 
think of .1 tiull jet comb tor the I.air"? 
For Elderly Womc.t. 
If she is ..η cideriy worn. 11 a Span 
ish lace varf or li· bu would l e a lie e 
gift. These Kcarfs cm.ie all the way 
in price from to Down com- 
fortables. whether of silkoline or real 
hill;, are a g···><l holce, also a pretty 
shoulder shawl If she is a really old 
lady a lace dress cap or a pair of 
black kid gloves will suit, or a fold 
ing knitting stand may be purchased 
'row up. And for grandma tills 
present is indeed a useful one. Silk 
or satin for a waist Is aiiothei gift to 
lie labeled us 'fui 
A la in ι ». a mirror, a sewing stand, a 
magazine rack. a desk and rhair. a 
great easy chair or perhaps a sewing 
cliair. a handsome library table. one 
of tile beautiful bookcases, any of the 
beautiful rugs offered, a Jardiniere or 
a vase for flowers, a cabinet to hold 
an overflow of treasures, desk or writ- 
ing table liftings to harmonize with 
other furnishing, a framed photograph, 
an old print or a flue reproduction of a 
famous painting. 
For Soiled Handkerchiefs. 
A handkerchief bag is fashioned from 
half a fringed towel twenty-three 
inches long and twelve inches wide. 
This is first embroidered in with small 
flowers, sucli as violets or forget me- 
uots. Damp ami iron on the wrong 
side, then sew it up and stitch across 
the bottom. The hoop at the top is 
half of an embroidery frame six laches 
In diameter, which Is hemmed in by 
hand. To suspend it use inch wide 
salin ribbon. 
Silver Eyeglass Cases- 
Λ silver eyeglass case would be a 
happy offering either to lather or 
mother, if father Is to receive flu· 
case a black leather affair with ills 
monogram done in sliver on one side 
would lie must appropriate. Mother 
would doubtless rather have an all 
silver case, if the head of tlie house 
goes in for athletics give him a golf 
bag—the one lie lias may lie worn out 
or a dozeu Kolf balls and perhaps a 
new putter; if he's fond of bridge or 
whist, some packs of handsome cards; 
watch fol) or a brass d' sk set—and in 
plain dull brnss they're stunuiug. For 
ι he tnoiorist there are auto records 
aiir! if tuoncy's no obJcct piano players 
and talking machines are on the mur 
ket wailing for a purchaser 
A Nut Set For "Mother. 
Mother would be pleased with α set 
of six .paper ice cream cn;»r. covered 
with red cr:i|x» paper and lied with red 
ribbon and a spray of holly. These, 
tilled with homemade salted peanuts 
or candy, would make a charming ad- 
dition to the Christmas dinner table. 
BET OP FLOWER HOLDKU3 VOK THE TARLE 
Red is the Christmas color, and ill·· 
more vivid a table is the more appro- 
priate. Formerly the tone was given 
hy holly and red ribbon, but lately the 
poinsettiu has superseded everything. 
If possible have a huge mass of Hie 
natural flowers in the middle of the 
table. These look lovely when arrang- 
ed In one of the miniature peuch lias 
kets to be had ut the florist's, gilded if 
desired. The effoct is heightened by 
baring a bunch of poinsettla at each 
SMART l YEOLASS CASK. 
plute. 
If on»· cannot afford the real dowers 
or but a few of lhem they can be 
made from paper so well as to escape 
detection, especially If mixed with a 
few uatural blossoms. 
The candle sli;i les should be paper 
polnsettlas, edged with red bead fringe. 
The ices may be served in polnsettia 
cups ou standards representing etem 
and leaves. 
For more elaborate effects garlands 
of paper polnsettia can be bought and 
festooned over the windows or from 
the chandelier to corners of the room. 
It can also be draped on tablecloth. 
For a place card use a polnsettia 
blossom, with a tiny doll bead set In the 
cup of flowers. Should one not wish 
to use the polnsettia plants as favors 
the small red sleds tilled with candy 
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are new and attractive. These cau 
also be filled with waxed paper and 
used for entrees. 
Santa Claus Tab'e For Grownups. 
Here Is a table that can l>e arranged 
with but little trouble and expense. 
The ceutcrpie· e consists of a toy ti;:ure 
of old Santa Claus standing on a 
mound of snow made from cotton bat· 
tlng. On this mound are placed little 
Christmas favors «lone in tissue paper 
and sealed with Christmas seals. A 
wreath of holly surrounds the center· 
piece. The pla< e cards are hells, and 
the nut dishes are made from pink 
and green tissue paper, while a row 
of tiny candles surrounds the center 
of the mound. A large Christmas bell 
TU Κ SANTA CLAU.1 TA tl LE. 
trimmed with holly huugs from the 
chandelier with strings of tiny chimes 
reaching to (lit- sides of the table. 
A White Christmas Dinner. 
If you have hail a reil Christmas 
dinner so long that it pail.·» substitute 
a snow s. flit; in green and silver, l'ut 
a loçg oval mirror in center of table, 
Mirrouiul it with miniature evergreens 
ι:nd sprinkle the surface of the mir- 
ror with mica snow to represent Ice. 
On the mirrored ponds have Sauta 
Claus on a sled drawn by reindeer. 
Dress him in w hite covered with tin- 
sel, and on his back have a pack tilled 
with small favors. Tie each gift with 
tinsel silver curd and ruu it to the 
various covers with a silvered place 
card representing a snow se»-ne attacD- 
ed to the other end. 
Have a similar mirror masked In ever- 
greens at each corner, and on it stand 
a silver candle with shade of wbite pa- 
per sprinkled with diamond dust and 
painted in mistletoe. 
Use green and w hite cakes and can- 
dies in silver baskets or have mounds 
of snowballs made of cotton batting 
and tinseled or the bought glass tilled 
with nuts and candy. There could be 
it mound before each plate. 
FIGHTING FATIGUE. 
Jacking Up the Tired System Without 
Using Stimulants. 
If efforts to keep at work are con- 
tinued In spite of fatigue the quality 
of the work Is poor and the exhaustion 
inordinate Students constantly make 
this error and do all sorts of things 
to keep awake to burn the midnight 
oil when If they would go to IhhI and 
rest they could accomplish far more 
in half the time in the morning with 
little or no fatigue. 
Yet there are times when sleepiness 
and fatigue must be overcome without 
resort to stimulants which injure the 
judgment. The tired physician with 
a critical case, for Instance, must have 
his wits about him. and it will aid him 
vastly to go to an open window ex cry 
fifteen or thirty minutes to take a 
dozeu or two deep Inspirations of cold 
air [lis exhaustion In the end will be 
great, but he cau make It up later. 
As a matter of fact, surgeons and 
others whose work requires the keen- 
est perceptions instinctively choose the 
early morning for their best efforts, 
reserving the afternoon for "low 
pressure" tasks or recreation. That 
Is, It Is far better to so live that we do 
not need the stimulus of these extraor- 
dinary methods of respiration.—Amer- 
ican Medicine. 
Another Meaning. 
A traveler to the north ou the Great 
Northern railway, having delivered his 
luggage to the care ol an alert railway 
porter, proceeded to make himself 
comfortable in the corner of a first 
class smoking compartment. The por 
ter. having performed his duty, came 
to the carriage to re|»ort. not without 
expectation of acceptable reward. 
"Well," said the passenger. "1 see 
by the letters '(J. N. It.* on your cap. 
'Gratuities never received.' 
" 
"Not quite that, sir." replied the por- 
ter. touching his cup peak, "it might 
mean 'gratuities never refused.'" And 
the way that porter smiled when he 
left the (iirria^e betokened his satis- 
faction at the material result of Ills 
smart answer aud the service he bad 
rendered. Londou .Mail. 
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ATWOOD A FORBES, 
Kdltor· and Proprietor·. 
tïKORQB M. ATWOOD. A. K. FOKBKS. 
Tkbus —#1.50 a rear If paid strictly la advance. 
Otherwise #2.00 a y cat. Single copiée 4 eenta. 
Advriitissmkjits: — AU le*al advertisement» 
ai* <lve η three eonsectlvt lu tertio η» for $1.90 
per Tech In length of column. Special contracts 
ma<le with local, traitaient and yearly advertla- 
era. 
Job Γκϋττίϋο .—New type, fast preaeee, electric 
power, experience·! workmen ami low price· 
combine to make thl» department of oar bual- 
aeas complete and popular. 
Coming; Events. 
Sot 25.—Farmer»· Institute, Bryant'* Pond. 
No\ X.—Farmer»' institute. Norway 
Nov. is.—Farmer»' institute, Canton 
Jan. M.—Western Maine Foul try A-oclatlon, 
New Hall, South Pari». 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Interesting Story of a lierai. 
Book» 
Thanksgiving Table Linen. 
It'» a Matter of Some Moment. 
Bishop Fur Robe». 
All the Flavor Saved. 
Flehlog Keg .nations for Shag* and Little Con 
cord Fonde. 
Notice of Appointment. 
Probate Notice». 
For Falling Hair. 
Causes SU-iness. 
We Have Many I'eople Come to Va. 
Maiden Rubber». 
NotKeof Bankruptcy. 
The Political Flop. 
There is little that is really surprising 
about the electicn returns. Although 
the result in general is one of the biggest 
turnovers ever accomplished in two 
years, it had been anticipated, and 
whether we like it or not—and we Re 
publicans can hardly be expected to 
show much enthusiasm over it—we had 
reason to think it was coming. 
There are undoubtedly a number oi 
reasons for the change, the chief of 
which is that "feeling of unrest," so ap- 
parent, yet so vague and intangible, 
which leads men to wish for and vote 
for a change, witbont any special analy- 
sis of their reasons. Of the tangible 
causes, whether reasonable or unreason- 
able, the moit conspicuous and effective 
is the "high cost of living," due in part 
to the steady rise of prices of the neces- 
saries of life for the past dozen years. 
To attribute this wholly to the Payne 
tariff bill, as was done by Mr. Mc4»iIli 
cuddy and others, is absurd, and every 
man of intelligence who makes even the 
slightest study of conditions knows it. 
The passage of the new tariff bill onlj 
very slightly affee'ed, either directly oi 
indirectly, the cost of living, and the 
Democratic orators who have rung the 
changes on that issue are well aware of 
that fact. Nevertheless the high cost ol 
living, due to a variety of canses. when 
taken up as a political issue, must in- 
evitably work against the party in 
power, whatever that party may be, and 
so it has worked in this instance. 
Now the country is not going to the 
demnitioD bow-wows just because ol 
Democratic success in the elections. By 
no means. We expect to be as proud to 
call ourselves Americans for the next 
two years as we have always been. But 
it is reasonable to expect, and the pre 
diction is here ventured, that the pen 
dulum has swung to the end of its arc, 
and that it will swing backward in the 
next two years. Political conditions in 
America on the whole are much mixed, 
I 
more so than perhaps for a generation 
Just what will come out of it can not be 
certainly told. But we look to see the 
Republican party face the conditions 
and the issues, old and new, with such 
wisdom and statesmanship as to show it 
self entitled to the conlidence of the peo- 
ple· 
Something to Blush For. 
There is nothing of a character to 
make any one on this side of the Atlantic 
proud in connection with the present 
diplomatic incideat between the United 
States and Mexico. A Mexican who had 
murdered a woman was burned at the 
stake at Rock Springs, Texas. As an 
expression of the resentment felt by the 
Mexicans, Americans in Mexico were as 
saulted, American property-was destroy- 
ed, and the tUg 0f the United State» 
was insulted. Consequence, the Mexij 
can government has a grievance against 
us for the mob murder of a Mexican citi- 
zen, and we have a grievance against 
Mexico for acts of mob violence directed 
at American citizonsand the tl tg. Not 
is the rioting yet ended, in spite of the 
efforts of the Mexican authorities. 
Now no insult to the American thg 
and no attack upon an American citizen 
can be tolerated, but the assurance made 
that there be will no war between us 
and Mexico is really superfluous. If we 
have any memory at all, we can recall a 
number of instances where citizens ol 
Japan or Italy aad perhaps of other 
countries were the objects of mob vio- 
lence in the United Slate*. And when 
we consider the horrible act that started 
this trouble, aud the unreason of the 
Mexican mob, we can but feel that no 
reeentmeut can be displayed if the peo- 
ple of Europe look on the American con- 
tinent as still more than half barbarous. 
Mere and There. 
There are some funny things seen in 
print this year besides election news,— 
occasionally even in our leading Maine 
papers. For iustance, on the morning 
after election, one of the headiugs in the 
Argua was: 
"Teddy Kicked So High 
He'll Never Come Back." 
While the Argus, and every citizen of in 
telligence, knows that, given bis health, 
"Teddy" is one of the forces to be reck 
oned with in this oountry for man; 
years yet. 
And on the same day, in the course ol 
a rather diffuse and non-committal edito- 
rial on the reeubminsion question, the 
usually bright Portland Trees makes this 
statement: 
'There w!ll be no one actively engaged In get 
ting out the ν m te against this law." 
Has the Press so soon forgotten that the 
president of a certain distilling company 
claims more credit than any other mm 
for the result of the Maine election, and 
has paid money to advertise bis claim? 
When it comes to a vote on the pro- 
hibitory amendment, it is safe to gamble 
that that man and others in the same 
interest will be actively engaged in get- 
ting out the vote. There won't be any 
offensive publicity about it, but the 
work will be done. 
The report that Andrew P. Havey ol 
Sullivan, the Democratic member of the 
Sturgis Commission, had resigned, id 
authoritatively denied, pat it is an 
nounced that he is a candidate foi 
secretary of state under the new ad- 
ministration. It is difficult to see how a 
Democrat who would accept a position 
on the hated Sturgis Commission, and 
who is moreover the father of the law 
requiring the counties to pay the ex- 
pense of enforcement, can be otherwise 
than persona non grata to his party. 
A circular now being distributed in 
Maine by a "medical supply" house in 
Boaton begins: 
Alcoho' In a necessary stimulant of life—none 
can get along without It, and all use tt illrectly 
or Indirectly In some form. Nature I· very 
bountiful tu her supply, u practically every ar- 
ticle of foo<! we eat (termite of the extracUon of 
alcohol 
Thia is a rather specious statement, but 
everybody of sense knows that it is not a 
atatement of fact. As well say: 
Charcoal 1· a necessary stimulant of life—none 
can gel alocg without It. and all use It directly 
or tn<tlrectl/ la some form. Nature Is very 
bonutlful In her supply, as practically every ar- 
ticle of food w* eat permit* of the extraction of 
ch'urcoal, simply by the application of heat. 
In thos? days when prices wore lower the peo- 
ple went with market baskets to select their pur- 
chases and canted them home. Now they order 
by telephone and have the things delivered. 
And that change too adds to the coet of living. 
This paragraph was originally in the 
Albany Journal. The peculiar tbing 
•boot it is that it was copied into a 
Democratic paper which would not edi- 
torially admit for a moment that any- 
thing but the Payne-Aldrich tariff law is 
the cause of the present coat of living. 
Bnt it waau't published till the day after 
•lection. 
THE OIFOBD BEARS. 
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL 
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY. 
Paris Hill. 
Flret Baptist Church, Rev. Θ. W. i". HlU.pM 
tor. Preaching every 9undar at 10 A. M. 
Sumlay School at 12. Sabbath evening «ervloe 
at 7 Prayer Meeting Thuradav evening at 
Τ 30. Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before 
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30i f. *·/■' 
not otherwise connected are cordially lnvltea. 
II. P. Hammond and Albion Abbptt 
and Mrs. Abbott attended the Maine 
Pomological meeting at Auburn the past 
W 
Mrs. H. P. Hammond is vleittng her 
cousin, Mrs. P. M. Holden, and other 
relatives at West Paris. 
There will be a dance at Academy 
Hall next Saturday evening. 
Rev. and Mrs. G W. F. Hill returned 
to this village last Friday and are now 
visiting in Sumner for a few day?. Mr. 
Hill is greatly improved in health aud 
will resume preaching next Sunday. 
Kev. Mr. Joslm of Norway occupied the 
pulpit at the Biptiet church again last 
I.Sunday. 
I The Beeches closed last week after a 
I very successful season. Ten guests re- 
mained up to the time of closing. Dr. 
I Hammond will spend the winter in At- 
lanta, where she has taken a house. 
Dan Winslow goes to Boston Monday 
I for a stay of a few weeks. 
I Arthur Daniels of Berlin, Ν. H., has 
been a guest at Alfred Daniels' the past 
week. 
Mrs. Joseph C. Cummings is at Me- 
I chanic Falls for a few days, called there 
I liy the serious illness of George Cum 
I rnings of that place. 
Mrs. N. J. Leonard of Portland is visit 
I ing her niece, Mrs. Chas. B. Andrews. 
Mrs. Alonzo Pomeroy and Miss Edith 
Pomeroy have returned from a visit of a 
I few days at East Sumner. 
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. L. Shaw of Au- 
burn were guests of relatives here last 
week. 
Alfred Dauiels and Leon Maxim have 
returned from their hunting trip north 
jf Andover. When they left the other 
members of the party had four deer to 
their credit as follows: Newton Cum 
I minus two, Wallace Cummings one, and 
Elliott Tripp one, while Reginald Cum· 
I mings was still looking for one. 
Ure«nwooû. 
A rearcast of the winter since Thurs- 
day morning shows it to be cold aud I drizzly until early this Friday morniug, 
I thus forming a thin ice on the frozen 
I «round, causing several persons to lie 
! prostrate for a moment and possibly ex- 
(claiming like one of old, "How are the I mighty fallen!" 
Nelson Cole is still at work for 0. L. 
Peabody, where he has been for two sea- 
I sous, has engaged to him for the coming 
winter and is now on a short vacation, 
having visited his relatives here the first 
I of the week. Nelson Cole is the oldest 
I of nine children, five sons and four 
daughters, belonging to Wesley and Bet- 
sey J. Cummings Cole, is 31 years old 
and still enjoying single blessedness, 
and says he would not exchange situa- 
I tions with his younger brother, who has 
beeu married several years, on any con- 
ditions. Rather a good way to avoid a 
I divorce and much more honorable. 
Our present company consists of Mrs. 
II W. Swan and youngest daughter Lulu 
of Locke's Mills Lulu M. Swan was 
born Oct. 31, 1899, and was one of the 
I fifteen babies who came along during 
I that prolific year. Ou her eleventh 
birthday that number of friends sent her 
I just so many birthday cards, although 
I whollv unknown to each other. 
Speaking of cards, we received one 
I yesterday, containing a picture of the 
ia'e George O. Chickering, formerly of 
Hartford, the sender of which will 
I please accept our thanks for the favor. 
I Of course it bears little or no resem- 
blance to the boy of 1S4S. 
Alon Cole of the town farm went over 
to North Woodstock the first of the 
I week and brought home James, young- 
est son of the late Lawson Cole, aged IS 
I years, for the purpose of being an in- 
mato of that institution for a while. 
I.lames is somewhat below the average in 
stature, and also in intellect; hence the 
I town charge. 
It is with deep regret that we learn of 
I the death of liev. George B. Ilannaford 
Lf Rumford; truly another "good man 
I has fallen on sleep." 
Hiram. 
Lee Burnell of West Baldwin is in 
town with Anbury Bowie aud Chester 
Noble of West Baldwin packing apples, 
lie thinks be will send 3000 barrels of 
apples from Hiram and vicinity. 
John Leavitt of Limerick and James 
Stone and Eveurd Norton of South 
Cornish were in town on Wednesday and 
Thursday and went to Fryeburg and 
St )w with Eli C. Wadeworth on real 
estate business. Mr. Wadeworth also 
took Mr James G. W. Walker of New- 
port, H. I., to Porter and Denmark on 
Thursday and Friday. 
Miss Hannah £. Bucknell is still gain- 
ing. Her successor as postmaster, Mr. 
Isaac S. Lowell, qualified Nov. 8th be- 
fore Llewellyn A. Wadeworth, notary 
public, with Mr. Milan A. Cummings as 
assistant and Mr. Charles Cotton as 
chief clerk. 
Nov. 10th, snow, rain, sleet. 
Mr. Walter B. Twitchell of Portland 
visited his sister, Mrs. James A. Warren, 
of East Hiram Thursday. 
Lovell. 
Β. Ε Brown and family with other 
friends are at hie camp on Lower Kezar 
for a week, and having good success in 
dack shooting. 
Mrs. John A. Fox ie very sick, and Dr. 
Bennett of Bridgton was in consultation 
there Friday with the local physician. 
A trained nurse from Portland is in at- 
tendance. Miss Emma J. Fox at the 
same bouse is corniced to the bed with 
heart trouble. 
U. D. Pike and wife have moved into 
the rent of Albion Heald, recently occu- 
pied by Ν. N. Holden at the village. 
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Walker were in 
Portland a few days reoently, and Mr. 
Walker has been confined to the house a 
day or two since coming back by a 
severe cold. 
Mrs. J. W. Elliott is at Fryeburg for a 
short time with her sister, Mrs. C. L. 
Rose, who has a young daughter. 
W. H. Farrington is making good 
progress with the new hotel at Pleasant 
Beach. 
Brownfleld. 
This Thursday, we are having a very 
disagreeable combination storm, snow 
and rain. 
During the last month, harvest and 
chicken suppers have been supplied by 
the two circle*, Universalist and Congre- 
gationaliet, both a success financially. 
A Sabbath School concert last Sunday 
evening at the Congregational church. 
Prayer meeting to-night at the par- 
sonage. 
Next Sunday evening a union meeting 
will be held at the (Jniversalist church. 
Just received the news of the sudden 
death of Mr. Ansel Merrill, formerly a 
resident of this village, now of Gray. 
Will McDonald and family of Parsons- 
tield were recently guests at his old 
home, John McDonald's, of this village. 
Denmark. 
Mr. Willard Garry met with a bad 
accident Monday eveuing by falling and 
breaking both bones in his leg. 
Mr. Osborne Richardson is reported as 
very sick. 
It is reported that Mr. A. H. Witham 
has left the insane asylum at Augusta, 
Me., and is in Center Conway, Ν. H. 
Mrs. Hattie Witham is visiting friends 
in New Hampshire. 
Mrs. F. C. Alexander is visiting friends 
in Sweden, Me. 
Mrs. A. If. Jones is visiting friends In 
Massachusetts. 
D. D. G M. Andrew Blake of Brown- 
tield, Me., visited Denmark Lodge, No. 
50, I Ο Ο. F., Tuesday evening and in- 
stalled A. W. Belcher as recording secre- 
tary of that lodge. 
East Waterford. 
Leroy Skinner passed away the 8th, 
having been ill a long time with con- 
sumption. His age was about 37 years. 
He leaves a mother, four brothers and 
two sisters. 
3. G. Mclntire bas been confined to 
the house more than a week with sci- 
atica. He is improving> 
Fred Ski oner has sold the Baker farm 
to a Finn, Abel Palkinen of Greenwood. 
He will move on to it in the spring. 
y 
Beth·!. 
Monday, it the home of the bride'· 
parent·, Mr. and Mr·. E. A. Capen, Mi·· 
Fannie Capen wa· united In marriage to 
Mr. Edward Mellen Carter by Rev.C. L. 
Banghart. The doable ring service was 
Mi" Francee Carter and Misa Min- 
nie Capen were bridesmaids, Miss Alice 
Carter, maid of honor, and Mr. Erkle 
wa· beet man. Little Ethel Capen car- 
ried the ring basket. About thirty 
guests were present, including friends 
from Massachusetts. There were many 
beautiful prefects. The happy couple 
have the beet wishes of their Bethel 
friends. After the return from their 
wedding trip they will reside at Willow 
Brook Farm, Middle Intervale. 
An insane man has been stopping in 
Bethel in charge of Constable Packard 
All efforts to locate bis home thus far 
have proved fruitless. 
Station Agent F. E. Purrington has 
been ill for some time and is to submit 
ω an operation for appendicitis. Dr. 
king of Portland is to be the operating 
surgeon. His many friends hope for a 
successful recovery. 
\\ ade Thurston is making satisfactory 
gain at the present time. 
Mr. Ed Smith of West Bethel com- 
I mitted suicide Friday morning 
in a fit of 
temporary insanity. It was a terrible 
shock to his friend* and acquaintances ! 
for he was a man very much respected, 
and much regret is expressed at his sad 
deatb. 
Friday, the Gorham High anil Gould 
Academy played a game of basketball 
resulting in a score of 70 to 10 in favor of 
Gould. 
\Y ednesday, Dan Spearing returned 
from the vicinity of Bangor where he 
had been hunting and brought with him 
a moose weighing 800 pounds. He also 
shot a deer which lie disposed of before 
•oming home. 
I Quite a number of the young folks at- 
tended the Bowdoin Bates football game 
at Brunswick Saturday week. 
Mr. Springer and Mrs. Springer return- 
ed from Kumford and Monmouth Thurs- 
day where they had been called by the 
I illness and death of Rev. G. B. Uanna- 
I ^Γ· Hannaford will be much missed in Bethel where he had manv 
I true friends. 
I The ladies of the Universalist society 
I served a chicken pie supper Friday even 
I ing which was a great success. 
There was a dance at Grange Hall Fri- 
I day evening which was well attended. 
West Bethel. 
'1 remember, I remember, 
Tbe we had last yeir. 
Thewhlstllng wind upon the hill 
That sounded bleak and drear: 
T2® frozen streams, the Icy roade. The rattle of the sleet, 
iwJ*60?'0 w«*apped In overcoats, sklhootliig down the etreet." 
—Baltimore Sua. 
I Tih«nilV°!k9i.ar? ?' >n,1'rlnK when will come I ?. ,onK 'ooked-for millennium. 
I ir they desire to speed the day 
And help It on and smooth the way, 
I Γλ Ή put 8h°ulder to the wheel, I Lift up the fallen, cheer the sad, 
I And tired and hopeless hearts make glad. 
And thu· the golden time will com?, 
j The tl oe of the millennium." 
L. E. Allen was in Portland one dav 
I last week. 
J 
I Miss Mabel Scribner has returned 
home from her visit in Pownal. 
vvSu»Pn Fu Î1· LHa,tin28 visited the two West Bethel schools last Thursday. 
Ι Ε; Lelghton's new mill on the 
I north side of the railroad is nearinz 
I completion. 
Mrs. Nellie Morrill Seabury of Wood- 
fords is visiting her mother, sister and 
I other relatives in town. 
H. W. Dennison of South Paris visited 
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. II. P. Den- 
I nieon, tho first of last week. 
G. D. Morrill has a selected herd of 
I i,0rt*;8l? cows, and is sending cream to I 5cmth Paris and milk to Berlin, Ν. H. 
1 he Maine Farmer's Almanac for 1911 
a copy of which was received last week' 
is a reminder that "Old Time is still 
I a-njing." 
If the sky is clear next Wednesday 
I evening many eyes will be looking east- 
ward eagerly to see the total eclipse of 
I the moon. 
J E. J. Bell, W. H. Griffin and C. E. 
I bave a line of traps set through I Northwest Bethel and into Gilead, and 
I Ufe eD,'0^'D^ a" pleasures of camp 
I I hilip Rolfe of East Waterford is re- 
pairing the mill in this village which he 
recently bought of the Merrill, Springer 
IC >., and two mills will soon be in opera- 
I tion here. 
bast tsrowniieia. 
The regular meeting of the W. C. T. 
U. was held at Mrs. Julia Beau's Nov. 
11. 
Μ γη. J. Κ. Libby of Portland gave a 
talk to the ladies interested in church 
work at the parsonage Nov. 10. 
Schools in town close this week Nov. 
18. 
A union service was held at the 
Universalist church Sunday evening. 
Many children including Marion Bick- 
ford, Lyie McLucae, and Leon Norton 
have been very ill for several weeks. 
Bean Grammar aud K»st schools are 
preparing to give an entertainment at 
town hall Nov. 18. 
North Parle. 
Mr. and Mrs A. D. Littlehale were the 
recipients of a nice chair on their birth- 
days, which both occurred on Oct. 14tb, 
from the children 
Mr. and Mrs. Β Κ. Dow had an auc- 
tion Nov. 10, and sold their farming 
tools and household goods. They are 
to make their home with their son, Rev. 
D. B. Dow, of Lawrence, Mass. Rev. 
Mr. Dow has been here for the last week. 
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Bubier had quite a 
party Sunday evening, Nov. 0, when Mr. 
and Mrs. C. A. Churchill and family and 
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hollis and family 
were present making 16 in the party. 
Watch, a three-year-old dog, owned by 
A. D. Littlehale, is "a mighty hunter1' 
indeed. This season he has caught with 
the assistance of the family 8 hedgehogs, 
0 coons, I) woodchucke and 19 skunks. 
Elas any one a dog with a better record 
than this? 
North Stoneham. 
Mr. Hartley has gone back to his home 
in New York for the winter. 
John Adams went to Sweden Saturday 
to carry Ephraim Durgin, who has been 
very sick. 
Winnie McKt-en is at work for Mrs. I. 
A. Andrews. Mrs. Andrews has nine 
boarders. 
A Mr. Howard from Albany, Ν. Y., 
was at Η. B. McK'-en's two days last 
week. He was looking over the timber 
on Rattlesnake Island. 
J. C. Sawyer had a shock Saturday 
and lies in a critical state. £. Β Sawyer 
from West Mills came to see bis father. 
North Buckfield. 
C. B. Keene has bought a horse. 
Norman Beesey and family spent Sun 
day at J. C. Heald's. 
Several from here went to the mas- 
querade social at Buckfield, Nov. 4. 
M. A. Warren has hired Frank Mitch- 
ell for a month. 
Apple packers have finished work at 
Earle Jack's. 
A dance is announced for Nov. 24 at 
Grange Hall, for the benefit of Mr. Pear- 
son's family. 
Mr. James Robinson is in the place 
visiting relatives. 
Mr. Merton Warren is quite ill with a 
cold at this writing. 
Mrs. Florence Warren went to Lewis- 
tou Nov. 7th, shopping. 
Mr. aud Mrs. Fred Heald attended New 
Century Pomona at Peru Wednesday. 
Mr·. Lester Ricker and daughter Mar- 
garet of Hartford are spending the week 
with her mother, Mrs. Florence Heald. 
Mrs. Laura Fletcher, who Is on a visit 
from New York, has been quite sick at 
Eteel Smith's with the grippe. 
Mr. Earle Jack has raised and sold 
some over 500 barrels of apples at #2 40 
per barrel, mostly Bildwins. 
Hastings. 
Wiliam Currier recently shot a nice 
10-point deer. 
Lee Bizford and friend from Auburn 
are at their camp here. 
Mr. and Mrs. Pike from Auburn are 
spending a week at M. R. Hastings'. 
Mr. Poular spent Sunday with friends 
in Lewiston. 
Elmer and Ed Percival of Gorham 
have returned home from a week's stay 
at Camp 2 with a deer. 
Mrs. Joe Levque and children bare 
moved to Berlin, Ν. H. 
It is understood that Hastings' board- 
ing house will ran this winter. 
Bears and ljoz have been seen, but 
as yet neither have been captured. 
West Paris. 
Remember the annual sale, chicken 
pie sapper and entertainment to be held 
by the Good Will Society of the Unl- 
vereallat church in Good Will Hall Wed- 
nesday afternoon and evening, Nov. 16th. 
Dr. C. L. Buck of South Parle wa· call- 
ed here professionally Friday afternoon. 
Dr. Buck was assisted by Dr. Wheeler. 
The village schools held a sociable in 
Centennial Hall Friday evening. 
G. F. Marshall has been quite ill for 
several days. He was accompanied by 
Dr. Roseman to the G. M. G. Hospital at 
Lewiston Friday morning. 
Mrs. Dunham of West Sumner is visit- 
ing her daughter, Mrs. Bert Day. 
Mrs. Abbie Washburn has returned to 
Mrs. Elvesa Dennen's after several weeks 
with her sister in Minot. 
Rev. D. R. Ford has been conflned to 
the house much of the time for several 
daye past with a lame knee. There was 
no preaching service at the M. E. chapel 
the first Sunday in November on that 
account. 
Several relatives and friends, also 
members of Granite Lodge, F. and A. 
id., attended the funeral of Charles 
Chase at North Paris Wednesday. Rev. 
D. R. Ford was the officiating clergyman. 
West Sumner. 
Mrs. Jenuie E, wife of M. C. Thomas, 
died Nov. 8, aged 46 years. The deceas- 
ed bad been ill for more than a year 
with tuberculosis. The funeral on Fri- 
day was attended by Rev. Chester Gore 
Miller of South Parie. 
Edward Gregg of Snow's Falls is at 
work for Dr. H. F. Atwood. 
Alphonzo Hazelton has sold'ono of hie 
horses to Calvin Keene of Buck Held. 
Maurice Farrar of Turner was in town 
Saturday. 
Mrs. Ella Bonney, who has been suffer- 
ing with a severe cold for about two 
weeks, is slowly recovering. 
Mrs. Frances Dunham has gone to 
West Paris to visit her daughter, Mrs. 
Maud Day. 
Walter Wheeler of Groveton, Ν. II., 
made a week-end visit to his parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wheeler. 
There was a dance here Saturday even- 
ing. Music was furnished by Clinton 
BisbeeandWm. Glover, violins; Adrian 
Holmes, trombone and 'cello; Mrs. P. G. 
Barrett, organ. 
The W. R. Corps postponed their din- 
ner and apron sale indefinitely on ac- 
count of" the serious illness of one of 
their members, Mrs. Jennie Thomas. 
Bryant's Pond. 
L. M. Longley of Norway has the con- 
tract to put the heating apparatus into 
the parsonage. 
Carl Dudley and Jerry Ryan are at 
Sawyer Brook this week. 
Divid Eiphinstone and family of 
Bethel, Vt., are visiting James W. Pow- 
ers. 
A bear, said to bo an old settler, is 
occupying Spruce Mountain territory 
and attracting the attention of hunters- 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cole were in 
Lewiston Wednesday. 
Thurston and Waterhouse left Friday 
morning for New Hampshire, where 
they have an all winter's job cutting 
white birch for John McKenzIe. 
Walter Rowe, who took the Gilman 
Whitman farm to carry on last spring, 
has bought the Jesse Daniel place in 
Greenwood and will move there in De- 
cember. 
Pearl Wilson is quarrying out the 
stone in the Rowe pasture for the foun- 
dation of Frank Whitman's new house. 
B. R. Billings returned this week from 
down east, where lie has been with 
friends on a moose hunting trip. 
Locke's Mills. 
Mr. Noyos of Ciroenwood is visiting 
his daughter, Mrs. W. W. Coolidge. 
Mr. Curtis Abbott of Oregon is spend- 
ing a short vacation here. Mr. Abbott is 
a civil engineer. 
Mrs. Abby Jonos had a second stroke 
of paralysis last week, and is failing. 
Miss Grace Howe is caring for her. 
Mrs. Annie Stowell is gaining from 
her severo illness. 
Mrs. Abbie Trask is on the sick list. 
Mrs. Helen Bryant spent several days 
last weok at East Bethel. 
Chris Bryant was at Stratford last 
weok on business for the Tebbots Spool 
Co. 
East Sumner. 
Next Sunday, Nov. 20th, will be ob- 
served at the Congregational church as 
"Harvest Sunday" with exercises ap- 
propriate to the occasion. 
Kev. F. M. Lamb bas returned from a 
month's evangelistic labor in Nova 
Scotia, and is again supplying hie pulpit 
regularly. 
Thomas J. Stephens, one of our oldest 
citizen*, is evidently failing of late, and 
his presence on the street is missed. 
Quite a numbor of our scholars are at- 
tending the high school at Buckfield, go- 
ing and returning on the trains. 
James A. Barrows, a veteran of the 
Sixteenth Maine Regiment, is suffering 
from a boil or tumor on hie leg. 
People generally are "fixing up" for 
the winter, Mire to come. 
Albany. 
F. G. Sloan is laid up with a badly 
sprained ankle. 
J. K. Wheeler weut to North Water- 
ford and spent the night at Harry 
Sawin's and attended the dog show. 
Rob Bennett is working for G'bas. 
Gammon. 
Charlie Kimball shot a deer on Grover 
Mountain recently. 
Louise Curominge is ill of jaundice. 
Tim Gill of Greenwood was in town 
recently. 
East (ireenwood. 
Frank Paine of Oxford has bought the 
Jesse Daniel farm. 
Margery Cushman of Walker's Mills is 
teaching in theTubbs district and board- 
ing at Georgo Tubbs'. 
Royal Martin lost three pigs which he 
recently purchased. 
Lendall Yates is soon to move on to 
the Alonzo Heath farm. 
Jesse Daniel is boarding with Ernest 
Cartis. 
Hebron. 
The football game played in Portland 
Saturday, the 5th, scored G 0 in favor of 
Hebron. 
Hebron Grange celebrated its thirty- 
sixth anniversary Wednesday and enter- 
tained West Minot Grange. 
Mrs. Verrill of Buckfield visited her 
sister, Mrs. Manley Bessey, recently. 
Mr. Joel Foster is in very poor health. 
Miss Green has been the guest of her 
cousin, Mrs. Cbas. Gumming*. 
Master Carlton Cammings celebrated 
his eleventh birthday Saturday, Nov. 5tb. 
Master Goorge Cummings of Oxford was 
with Carlton over Sunday, coming in his 
pony carriage. 
W. A. Birtlett will soon resume his 
trips to South Paris. 
Dr. Parmelee was in Lewiston Thurs- 
day. 
Sumner. 
Mrs. Julia Brackett, the widow of the 
late Edmund C. Bowker, died Oct. 31st, 
at the home of her son, Willie E. Bow- 
ker, after a short Illness of acute 
nephritis, although she had been in 
poor health for the past two years. 
Funeral was held Nov. 3, at 10 o'clock, 
Rev. S. C. Eaton officiating. She was 
78 years, 10 months, 12 days. She 
leaves one son, one daughter, Mrs. Ε. E. 
Roberts, and four grandchildren, two 
brothers and one sister to monrn her 
loss. She was buried In Elmwood Ceme- 
tery at East Sumner. 
Welchvllle. 
Mrs. Lillian Swan of Norway visited 
at Mrs. Flora Dunn's last week. 
Rev. Mr. Robblns and mother have 
moved from the Estes bonse into Horace 
Holmes' for the winter. 
Chas. Bryant, who has been sick with 
a cancer for a long time, is failing. 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Kavanaugb of 
Portland are visiting their cousin, Mrs. 
Wm. Thomas. 
Mrs. John McNeil was in Portland 
Wednesday. 
Norway Lake. 
Mrs. J. L. Partridge has Improved 
some but her health Is very poor anyway. 
Mrs. Asa Frost is better than she was 
when she returned from Portland. 
Webster Kilgore's wife is quite sick 
now. 
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Tuoker bave 
visited their son and daughter in Farm· 
Ington recently. 
Thomas Everett of Otiifleld wai at 
Am Frost'· recently. J 
BuclcfMd. 
0. C. Casey of Minot was in town * 
Tuesday. 
News of the death of Rev. G. B. Han- 
naford at bis home in Rumford was re- 1 
ceived here Tuesday. Mr. Hannaford 1 
was pastor of the M./E. church here for 
several years and endeared himself to 
the entire community. 
The local grange have purchased the 
building of A. E, Cole, and will remodel 
it into a commodious and convenient 
hall. 
W. H. Conant has been in Auburn this 
week with an exhibit of fancy fruit 
raised on his farm on North Hill. He 
secured the first prize for the best barrel 
of apples exhibited and two other first 
prizes, two second and one third prize, 
amounting to thirty-four dollars in all. 
Nahura Moore of Rumford was in 
town Tuesday on account of the serious 
illness of J. E. Moore, his son. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Packard returned 
home Tuesday from a visit with their 
daughter in Fairfield. 
The East Hebron Dramatic Club pre- 
sented the drama, "Dot, the Miner's 
Daughter," at Nezinscot Hall Wednes- 
day evening. The play was followed by 
& dance. 
The Ladies' Circle of the Baptist 
church served a dinner at the vestry Fri- 
day noon and cleared nearly ten dollars. 
A good many of our people who were 
out Thursday night fell by the wayside 
and In various otber places on account 
of the glazed condition of the sidewalks 
and doorsteps. Mrs. Emery DeCoster 
fell and broke her wrist, others were 
more or less shaken up, but not serious- 
ly hurt. 
Miss Elizabeth Pettengill of Rumford 
was in town Friday. 
North Waterford. 
narry Brown went to Portland Friday. 
Some one is kind enough to tend the 
traps that don't belong to thom, but if 
they get caught at it they will wish they 
had left the job for the owner to do. 
Ernest Bartlett of Stonehara has 
bought the mill business of Sidney 
Hatch and will move it to Stoneham. 
Walker Nason and family and Mrs. 
Susan Nason havo returned from New 
York where they have been a few 
months. 
The friends of Mrs. Lucinda Holmos 
of Norway, formerly of this place, were 
very sorry to hear of the misfortune she 
: had by falling and breaking her wrist. 
East Bethel. 
Albert Swan has returned homo from 
South Paris. 
Mr. Wm. G. Holt visited Norway last 
week and purchased a new horse. 
Mr. F. B. Howe visited relatives at 
Berlin and Milan, Ν. H., the past week. 
Mrs. Nancie Mayconnell of Hanover 
visited relatives and friends here last 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Foster visited rela- 
tives at Rumford last week. 
Mrs. Helen Bryant of Locke's Mills 
visited her mother, Mrs. Harriet Foster, 
here last week. 
A party of hunters from here have re- 
turned from Lake Umbagog with four 
fine deer. 
West Lovell. 
i Mrs. John A. Fox is still very sick; 
has been confined to her bed for two 
1 weeks. 
Walter Laroque has been suffering for 
two weeks from ulcerated teeth. 
1 Ralph R. McAllister shot a nico deer 
: Nov. 4th. Byron C. McAllister shot one 
'Nov. 10th. 
! Daniel S. Fox of Brockton, Mass., who 
has been here for two weeks hunting, 
has been to North Stow, and returned 
with two deer as trophies of the trip. 
V. H. McAllister has returned from 
I the hospital at Portland much encourag- 
ed for a recovery. 
Maine News Notes. 
Frauk G. Randall of Portland, 20 years 
of age, employed as a freight brakeman, 
fell between the care at Livermore and 
was fatally injured. 
At Stillwater Friday, Roberta, the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Jack- j 
son, 3 years of ago, set her clothing afire 1 
ι while playing at the kitchen stove, and | 
died later in the day. 
Malachi Norton, 40 years old, working 
on a gravel train for the Maine Ceutral, I 
I was killed by falling under the cars at ! 
Waterville Thursday. He is supposed1 
to have come from Boston. On the! 
jsamo day Ray Wendell of North New 
Portland, 30 years of ago, also fell under 
a gravel train at Waterville and lost one 
1 
leg, but will recover. j 
j The list of the seosnn'e hunting vic- 
; time was increased Wednesday by the 
fatal shooting of Edward McKay of Ban-1 
'gor, who with friends was deer hunting ! 
'near Alton. A bullet from the gun of I 
j John J. Boulter passed through McKay's 
body, but before he died he stated that 
1 
he was cireless and Β miter was not to 
blame. The same testimony was given 
by the other members of the party. 
Two tbought-it-was-a-deer accidents 
occurred almost at the same instant near 
Indian Pond Thursday, and neither of' 
them was immediately fatal, though one 
is likely to become no. The two men [ 
who were shot and the two who did the j 
shooting were members of a party of 
four who went in from Solon. Walter 
Dyer, 40 years old, of Solon, was shot 
through the lungs and is in a precarious 
1 
coudition, and John Tuscan got a bu I lot 
through the flesh of his arm. 
Daniel Grossman of Foxcroff, about 45 
years old, was shot and killed Friday in 
the woods at Bowerbank by Alton W. 
Decrow of Rockland, who was hunting 
deer. Crossn.an was in the employ of a 
lumber operator, and was traveling 
aloug a logging road carrying a cross-cut 
saw. Decrow did Dot koow there was a 
road anywhere near him, but saw the 
bushes move and fired. The bullet went 
through the saw and struck Crossman in 
the shoulder. He lived four or five 
hours. Decrow has been placed under 
arrest. 
A horrible tragedy occurred at Sion- 
ington Thursday miming. Edward 
Wood, a fisherman, rose early and wont 
to his lobster pots. After Mrs. Wood 
and children got up. Mrs. Wood started 
up the kitchen fire with kerosene. 
Some of the kerosene spilled on the 
stove and blazed up. This frightened 
Mrs. Wood, and she picked up what she 
supposed was a pan of water and threw 
it on the blaze. The liquid was gaso- 
line, and instantly there was an explosion. 
The two children, aged 0 and 4, were 
burned so they died in a few minutes, 
and Mrs. Wood died later. 
Thanksgiving. 
PRESIDENT TAFT'a PROCLAMATION. 
"This year of 1910 lit drawing to a close. Tbe 
records of population and harvests, which are 
the Index of progress chow vigorous national 
growth and the health and prosperous well being 
of our communities throughout this hind and In 
our possession'* beyond the seas. These bless- 
ings hare not descended upon us In restricted 
measure, but overflow and abound. They arc 
the blessings and bounty of Got. 
"We contluue to be at pea^e with the rest 
of the world. In all essential matters our rela- 
tions with other people are lnrmonlous, with an 
ever growing reality of friendliness and depth 
of recognition of mutual dependence. It Is cspe· 
dally to be noied that during the past year grest 
progress has been achieved in the cause of arbi- 
tration and the peaceful settlement of Interna- 
tional disputes. 
"Now, therefore. I, William Howard Taft, 
President of the United States of America. In 
accordance with the wlsa custom of the civil 
migt«tratcs since tho Π ret settlements In this 
land, and with the rule established from the 
foundation of this government, do appoint 
Thursday, November 24, l'.tio, as a day of na- 
tional thanksgiving and prayer, enjoining the 
people upon that day to meet In their churches 
for the praise οt Almighty God and to return 
heartfelt thanks to Him for all Ills goodness and 
loving kindness. 
Clever Women 
Always Keep Their Hair Fascinating 
and Free from Dandruff. 
Almost everybody in South Paris 
knows that there is no preparation for 
the hair that can compare with Parisian 
Sage. 
It cures dandruff, stops falling hair 
and itching scalp in two weeks, or money 
back. 
It pats radiance and luster into that 
dull, lifeless hair that many women 
possess, and does it in a few days. 
On March 25, 1910, Lulu D. Fir, of 
Rapbine, Va., wrote: "Parisian Sage is 
a wonderful hair restorer; it stopped my 
hair from falling out and stopped my 
scalp from itching; also cured the dan- 
druff." 
Parisian Sage is sold by Chas. H. 
Howard Co, for 60 oeota » Urge bottle. I 
Mise Gertrude Greenleaf of WaahlDg- 
on Street, Batb, picked on the 7tb m 
>retty a Jack rosebud m ia to be found, 
lays tbe Bath Tiœee. Finding it freab 
nakes tbe securing of the bud really 
•emarkable. 
For Falling Hair. 
Ifou Run No Risk When You Use 
This Remedy. « 
We promise you tbat, if your bair is 
falling out, and you bave not let it go 
too far, you can repair the damage 
already done by using Rexall "93" Hair 
Tonic, with persistency and regularity, | 
Tor a reasonable length of time. It is a , 
scientific, cleansing, antiseptic, ger- 
micidal preparation, tbat destroys ! 
microbes, stimulates good circulation ' 
around tbe bair roots, promotes hair 
nourishment, removes dandruff and re- 
stores hair health. It is as pleasant to | 
nee as pure water, and it is delicately I 
perfumed. It is a real loilet necessity. ι 
We want you to try Rexall "03" Hair ι 
Tonic with onr promise that it will cost 
you nothing unless you are perfectly 
satisfied with its use. It comes in two j 
sizes, prices 50c. and $1 00. Remember, 
you can obtain Rexall Remedies in this 
community only at our store — The 
Chas. H. Howard Co., South Paris, Me. 
Catarrh Sufferers. 
Qood Thing to Know How to Get 
Instant Relief. 
If you now own η Ilyomei hard rubber 
inhaler Chas. II. Howard Co. want yon 
to know that they will sell you a bottle 
of ΠΥΟΜΚΙ for only 50 cents. 
Remember this, all who suffer with 
catarrh—a bottle of HYOMEI (pro- 
nounce it High-o-me) is put up in a sep- 
arate package and sold for 50 cents, to 
accommodato the vast army of people 
who already own a Ilyomei inhaler. 
Chas. II. Howard Co. will sell it to 
you at that price and give you the op- 
portunity to begin at once to rid your- 
self of vile catarrh and the snuffling, 
hawkiug and spitting that go with it. 
Many peoplo through years of neglect 
have let catairh get a strong hold up- 
on them. Some of these people un- 
reasonably think that ono bottle of IIY- 
OMKI ought to cure them. 
They do not stop to think tbat a dis- 
eased condition that is the result of neg- 
ligence, cannot be overcome in a week. 
No mattor how chronic your catarrh 
troubles, HYOMEI is guaranteed by 
C'has. II. Howard Co. to cure them if you 
give it half a chance. Just breathe it, 
that's all, and its healing, soothing, 
antiseptic properties will make you feel 
better in a day. 
If you own an inhalor get a 50 cent 
bottle of I1YOMEI at Cbas. U. Howard 
Co.'s today. If you do not own a Ilyomei 
inhaler, ask for a complete outfit, which 
consiste of an inhaler, a bottle of HY- 
OMEI and simple instructions for use. 
This complete outfit costs $1 00, but you 
then have an inhaler that will last a life- 
time. 
State of Maine." 
PUBLIC NOTICE. 
In conformity with the provisions of sections 
36 to 39 of Chapter 32, ot the ftcvlee·! Sttt.itesof 
.Maine, an<l u.ou the petition of live or more 
citizen» of tho'Slate, m l deeming It for the beet 
Interest Of tbe state, the Commissioner·! of In- 
land Fisheries ami Game, after iluc notice to nil 
persons Interested In the sunjret matter of said 
petition, and public hearing thereon lu the 
IoctlUr to be an cted, an 1 deeming It neces-ary 
and proper for the protection and preservation 
of the lui ind fish of the State, hereby a lopt tho 
following needful Hules and Regulations relat- 
ing to the times and places In which and the 
circumstances under which Inland li-h may be 
taken In tho waters o? Shagg Pond and Little 
Concord Pond an 1 the tributaries tc Shagg 
l'ond, In the town of Woodstocfe, County of Ox- 
ford. 
kul.es and regulations. 
Seclloa 1. It shall be unlawful for any person 
to (l-di for, take, catch or util any kind of fish at 
any time In Shagg Poud or In Little Concord 
Pond, which ponns are situated In the town of 
Woo I stock. County of Oxford, from November 
first, A. I). 131», to June first, Λ. I). 1911. 
Section 2. For a period of two years from 
Sept. first, Λ. I). 1911, it shall be unlawful for 
any person to fl-.li for, take, catch or kill any 
kind of fi-.h In said Sh >gg Pond or In sal ! Little 
Concord Pond at any tun 1 from September first 
of each year until dune first of tne following 
year. 
8ectlon 3 For a period of four years from 
Nov. first, A. D. 1910. It snail be unlawful for any 
person to fish for, t ike, catch or kill any kind of 
fish at auy tlino lu any of the tributaries to 
said Shagg l'ond. 
Section 1 For a period of 4 years from Nov. 
first, A. 1). 1910. It shall be unlawful for any per- 
son, during open season on said Shagg Pond and 
said Little Concord l'ond, to take, catch or kill 
more than three trout and salmon In all In any 
one day from either of s:ild ponds. 
Section■> Fora period of four years from 
Nov. first, A. I), into, it shall be unlawful for 
any person to have lu po^ession any fish taken 
In violation of tbe above regulations. 
Dated this 28th day of October, A. D. 1910. 
J. Vf. IIRACKKTT, Chairman. 
PLAINES. VILES, 
EDGAR Ε. RING, 
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game. 
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All the Flavor 
Saved 
The above trade mark represents 
he SEALSHIPT SYSTEM which 
nakes it possible for our customers to 
:njoy the world's best oysters right 
îere at home. 
It ie the ONLY system by which you 
tre positively assured of oyatere that are 
irm, pure, solid, fresh; that have the 
rue oys'.er flavor, the delicious tang 
of 
he sea. It protects our oysters every 
niieof tho way from oyster bed to you. 
In shipping other oysters, ice ie put 
ntothe tub, with the oysters. Re-icing 
s done on the train by the expressman, 
is the ice melts, he puts In more ice— 
ailroad ice. This melted ice is the 
'liquor" which is sold to you at oyster 
prices. 
Sealshipt 
Oysters 
Straight from the Oyster 
Beds Under Seal. 
Sealshipt Oysters are shipped direct 
to us in air-tigbt, germ-proof containers. 
These containers are packed solid with 
oysters at the seaside and sealed. The 
ice goes round the outside of the con- 
tainer—not a drop of water can get in. 
The seal remains unbroken until the 
oysters reach our store. They are 
oysters at their best. 
If you want to know the flavor 
of the 
real sei oysters, come into our store; take 
a pint of Sealshipts home with you. A 
pint will go as far as a quart of ordinary 
oysters because there is no "liquor"—all 
solid meats. While in the store also ask 
for a copy of our free book "Seaside 
Oyster Dishes." It contains many fine 
shore recipes. 
F. N. Wright, 
South Paris, Maine. 
We Have Many 
People Come to Us 
after they have tried all sorts 
of eye doctors, and eye treat- 
ments. 
We don't claim to kuow every- 
thing, but we do know one 
thing well. We know how to 
fit Spectacles so as to relieve 
many ills and ailments that 
will never be relieved in any 
other way. 
WE PROVE WHAT WE SAY. 
S. RICHARDS, 
SOUTH PARIS. 
ΓΚΟΒΑΤΕ IVOTICKS. 
To all i>ernons Interested In either of the estatea 
hereinafter named : 
At a Probate Court, held at Rum ford, In ami 
for the County of Oxford, on the eighth day 
uf November, In the year of our Loril one 
thousand nine hundred nnd ten. The follow- 
ing matter naving been presented for the action 
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, H le hereby 
Ordered: 
That noUco thereof be given to all person* in 
ien;etcd by causing a copy of thin order to be 
published three weeks successively In the Ox- 
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South 
Parte, In said County, that they may appear at a 
l'robate Court to be held at said Paris, on the 
third Tuesday of Dec., A. I). 1910, at 'J of the 
clock In the forenoon, and be hear t thereon If 
they sec cause. 
Henry It. Burgess late of Peru, deceased; 
,tetltlon for an allowance out of personal estate 
pre»ciited by Emma K. Uurgess, widow. 
ADDISON E. HEKKICK. Judge of said Court. 
A true copy—attest : 
At.'iKRT D. PA Eli, Register. 
Save 
Shoe 
Leather 
To wear boots and rubbers in wet weather is to practice 
common sense economy. Continual wetting and drying will 
rot the best shoe leather ever tanned. 
There's no economy in buying a poor grade of rubbers. 
Buy Malden Rubbers for a Good Investment 
MADE BY 
If your dealer doe· not carry MALDEN RUBBERS 
write us and we will see that you are supplied. 
Agents A. H. Berry Shoe Co., Portland, me. 
BLUE STORES 
It's a Matter of Some 
Moment When You 
Select a 
Fur Coat! 
Why so? Because it is to be your 
close companion through many years 
of storm and wind. It will keep you 
warmer than any garment you can 
put on. 
IT MEANS QUITE Δ FEW DOL- 
LARS OUTLAY 
so you want the best and most for your 
money. 
Our Coats are Dependable Coats Back- 
ed by Us, 
to be as represented. If they prove 
otherwise we are responsible and will 
make good. 
COATS FOR MEN AND WOMEN: 
Many kinds of furs. A large stock. Prices range from the lowest 
to as good as $60. If these are not what you want we can get anything 
you want by special order. Come now and have a whole Winter's Good 
out of your coat. It does not pay to delay. 
F. H. NOYES CO., 
SOUTH PABIB. NOBWAY. 
It is Time to Buy Rubbers. 
Buy them now and be prepared for the next 
snow storm. Keep your feet dry and save money. 
Rubbers are cheaper than doctors' bills. We 
carry a full line of the 
Maiden Rubbers 
for men, women and children. These are first- 
class goods, all new, and will wear well, and our 
prices are as low as it is possible to make on good 
goods You can save money and get fitted here. 
Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO,, 
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE. 
Tolepbone 112-8. 
PARIS TRUST COMPANY. 
FIFTY YEARS AGO 
there waf probably not half a dozen men in the town 
of Paris that bad a bank account. 
FORTY YEARS AGO 
there may bave been a dozen. 
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO 
some of the smaller business men began to think that 
a bank account might be a good thing for them, an.I 
there may have been fifty people in town with clu-, k 
books of their own. 
TWO YEARS AGO 
the PAIilS TRUST COMPANY was organized and 
TO-DAY 
there are several hundred people who have check b 'iks 
of tbe'r own and believe that it is a good thiinr t have 
a check account. NTot only business men, but men ami 
women not in business, ministers, lawyers, > hc.,1. 
teachers, farmers, mechanics, men and women who 
handle even a little money, have found it convenient, 
safe and profitable. 
IF YOU WANT TO INVEST MONEY. 
IF YOU WANT TO BORROW MONEY. 
IF YOU WANT TO START A BANK ACCOUNT. 
PARIS TRUST COMPANY 
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE. 
BUTTON BOOTS 
Are Fashionable for Fall Wear. 
I have all the newest creations 
for women in cloth top, |»;itent 
and dull leathers. l'iices 
$2, $2.50, S3, $3.50, S4. 
W. 0. Froth ingham, 
South Paris, Maine. 
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IT'S 
TO your interest to be well dressed; 
ours to help you. Never before lias 
this store been so well prepared to lielp 
you dress right as now. These freshly 
arrived suits, created for us by 
Hart, Schaffner & Marx, 
the world's greatest clothes makers, are 
full of new ideas for man's peace and 
comfort. You'll find them different from 
all other clothes. 
WHEN YOU WEAR THEM 
YOU'LL BE WELL DRESSED. 
H. B. FOSTER, 
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER. 
Norway, Maine- 
MILLINERY ! 
Call and see our line of Fall 
and Winter Millinery. We have 
all the latest styles in Trimmed 
and Untrimmed Hats at reason- 
able prices. 
MRS. L. C. SMILEY, 
(Successor to Min S. M. Wheeler.) 
SOUTH PARIS, ... MAINE. 
CASTORIA F*lnMiiKlCMd!a g··^ 
Til mai Tu Hm Alwiit BantH <* 
pit ffrfovd democrat 
sorrfl^PAm 
SOITB IARIS ΡΟβΤ OFI1C*. 
oaee Hours 
7.3UA. μ. Ιο7ι80 r. M. 
O&ASU reus» KAIIWAY. 
Conimenciae September ίδ, 1910, 
TRAINS LEAVE SOUTH 
PARIS 
vni l.'WB ««'-5 
«*· «·· 9 Λ> A. M., 
jVev< i't *·» lay, 4 A> r. *, dally. ^ ai- wo-: -·■· "Ό a. «Ully, 3&T.U., 
jJ/rtWlSuuday, 8 47 
P. M., dally. 
chcbchzs. 
Vint cvnfTcrotloa&l Church, Rev. 
Α. Γ. Mc- 
u ,-rU.T Pa--ti.r. Preaching 
service, 10:i3 a. m.; 
Γ 4, 11 4ΛΑ.Μ.; Y. P. i. C. Ε. 6:00 
; n KveulDk service 
7.Ό0 P. M.; Church 
•OU WednesdayeveningUÎSMr.E 
jll.'not otherwise 
connected, arc cordially ln- 
Chordk, Rev· T. N. Kewlev, Pastor. 
rn:u,; prayermeetlng 10 :00 a. M.: 
.. r\! <· 1 « a. M. ; Sabbath School 
r. y Fpw. ri· League Meeting 
β 00 F. 
ι,ίινΐΓ ιΐχWednesday evening 7:30, 
class 
Mvtloi; Friday venln< 
7:3o. 
Ειι&ι <■ if ch. Rev. K. A. Davis, Pastor. service 10:15 A. St. ; Sab 
M ^ I'· S C. β-, 6:1Λ r. Μ., 
^'.er ·■λ···γ * 7 τ ι·. m. Wednesday evening 
,irlVer service Τ 
f·. Seats iree. AU are 
erwmt1 
I nlver®.· ·: l urch. 
Re*. C hester Gore MlUer, 
!·,.( Γη :dr.g 
service every Sundav at 
10-4 \. κ 
'day School at 12 M. Y. P. C. U. 
itTf* 
STATED MEET1NUS. 
r J .t M -Pari Lodge, 
So. 94. Regular 
χ,.Ίπ.Ι" evening 
on or before full moon. 
ι. α r -Mount 
Mica l.odge, regular meet- 
Is·!·. Ï" ·*» !·· 
evening of each week—Aurora 
I a« re: 
and third Monday evenings 
'(J" ;-Μ ιηι l'leasaa* Bebekah Lodge, No. 
jj' η 1 and fourth Fridays of 
each 
an: la "'· Fellows' 
Hall. 
... v. κ -W K. Kimball Poet, No· 148, 
meets 
ir : » r: -Uurlay evenings 
of eaco 
a ;n. In ι· 
15- Hall 
χ κ. K! ball Circle, Ladles of the ti. A. 
ij Mt ind 
third Saturday evenings of 
(j :;n>ni 'n I. rand 
AruiÂ Hall. 
ν f V -hua I.. Chamberlain Camp meets 
3U: -t ru -lay otitic 
after the full of the 
l- t li. grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1. 
m ta 
m third Saturday; during the 
K : 
ii:c year, meet* every Saturday, In 
ϋ ω.·* Ha 
" U. ι. -Second and fourth Mondays of 
ea Ootttl 
S. P. Γ -stony P.rook Lodjce, No. 1S1, 
a t. «.■ an 
I fourth Wednesday evenings 
of * t.th. 
? V. 'lair.l'n Lodge, No, SI, meets every 
r: »? evening at 1'vthlan Hall. 
M I.»iue< s Wright visited io Port- I 
io·: fn :.>> ■< last week. 
\ ;e is here from Berlin, 
\ li : m ■··. : vacation of about two 
week» 
\J ■ 1 Vuley and children of 
>».. a: λ' J. J. Murphy's for a 
fe* <la>!». 
> >« rtli of Κist Sumner 
hi- 
1 » H. liumpus' for a 
few 'ii\S 
1! r "· Wright was at Kuniford 
ic \ ai itt^r at BrowutieKi, 
oa biiMiies* matters, last week. 
Mrn F s M ,\*'i-rer. who had been 
«itli r· vi for a number of 
week*. Γ.··ιΐΓ.·:> i I, Tuee<lay. 
M. .il·! Mis ri.'« F. Karnum were 
m .It Ν :·. Γ.;ris last week by the 
lieat: .V < Firuum's father, Charles 
W <'La>e. 
Mr- » 'tea. n. who uas urcu win 
ber s >"»■: Mr* Albert D. Park, for some I 
•nek·.. 1 >> returned to her home at 
Eut * inner. 
Mr .· Mrs A. F. Ellingwood have! 
tettir· t m the Rangeley region, 
wber·· !i ive been during the season, 
Mr Elliusjw > id being a guide there. 
Γ » i: League of the Methodist I 
church ; »<i a live cent social with the 
M <*fs <· s and Miss Monk at the home 
of the M ·.><·■' (iiles Thursday evening. 
Id the express car of the up train one 
m>rniDi: last week was a carcass of a J 
Urne m »■<»>. with a good head and 
anrîers. ; was bound for Bethel, and 
Din Speaiing wks its owner. 
( urtf Abb tt, formerly of Locke's 
)t ■*. b who has been in the North- 
wester me years, was in town last 
wwk He is now a resident of Oregon, 
and is at !> s old home on a vacation. 
All rae:i ers of the Fan Tan Club are J 
tt'iues'e'i : > meet at Fan Tan Hall Tues- 
daj Nov. 15th, at 0:30, when 
the ti-st supper of the season will be 
ler-i i 'owed by a busiuess meeting. 
liM tist Ladies'Aid will meet with 
Xn-J. K. March next Thursday after-) 
B'vn at ; o'clock for the election of 
£ rs serve for the following year 
ill ladies i»f the society are invited to 
be present. 
Near. a hundred Sooth Paris people 
attended the presentation of Hiawatha 
u&ier the auspices of the senior class of 
λ rw »\ High School, at Norway Opera 
UutHe Fridav evening, and were well 
piftised with it. 
Kichard H. Gates of Stearns Hill left 
Saturday for Mount Vernon, where he 
*ii ^ -it his brother. W. D. Gate*, for a 
few IV», and then the two brothers will 
i t Halifax, N. S to visit at their old 
h'lme for two or three weeks. 
TV Pythian Sisters had a very enjoy- 
»bV meeting last Tuesday. The Dis- 
tn l>j»ity, Mrs. Georgia Cash, of Ox 
fonl, wis present and the work wan 
eienn-litied for her benefit in a most 
Mtmfa>"ory manner. A sociable later 
with refreshments. 
The annual Thanksgiving concert will 
be held at the Congregational church 
Mit Sunday evening at 7:30 A tine 
programme is being prepared and it is 
b 'pe i.» ! will go and donate liberally for 
the proceeds of this concert are to be 
used t.. i^ive the needy a happy Thanks- 
giving. 
Advertised letters and cards in South 
Paris post office Nov. 14, 1910: 
Miry |>. Kuw ·, (card.) 
JJr* vv v. Cole, (canl.) Mli« Mart· L. Cobb, (card.) 
Uecnt·· Uorey. 
* I·· llutchlns Co. 
'•«org»! A. Maxim. 
S. F. Davis, Postmaster. 
The Ladies' Mission Circle of the 
aiversa ist church met with Mrs. Cbas. 
Junham last Tuesday afternoon, Nov. 
J. and mapped oat their winter's work. If there are any of the society who have 
*oy cast off clothing or care to help the 
Ρ>>>r of the town in any way If tbey will 
lea»e their contribution at 19 Pleasant 
street it will be immediately distributed. 
A » ο I number enjoyed the supper 
0 he ladies' circle given at the Congre- 
wtinoal church Thursday evening. The 
entertainment which followed included 
*P au > duet by Mrs. W. P. Morton and 
Mrs. VVIggin; vocal duet by Miss Helen 
Barnes and Howard Shaw; reading by 
!*ev-A. T. McWhorter; solo by George 
Mickey : vocal duet by Miss Ruby Clark 
*oa Miss Helen Barnes: and recitation 
feas ns "Why we never Married" by 
*"\en uomarried people of each sex. 
Λ tnra, eclipse of the moon will occur 
nn Wednesday evening of this week. If 
Ji»u care t<> make special observation of 
, 
:h eveat, it will be the last opportunity 
«>"« time, as in 1911 only two 
wiipses will occur, both of the sun and 
either visible in this part of the world, 
ois week's eclipse, however, will not 
urn"Jil au excuse for staying late with jour best girl, as it begins just after 0 
-;·1 k· »n<i is all over soon after 9. The pwi0d "t totality is from 7:16 to 8:08. 
K^r"· "· A· Hilton gave a very enjoy- e party last Tuesday evening in honoi 
■ Hoxie McArdle of West Rutland, 
* "In is visiting her many friends 
A friends were invited to 
*, an., ater, a number of friends came 
fr«!o,aKe u,> ,hree tables of bridge. Re- •ssnments were served, and before the 
r*a> ov>r it was learned thai 
J, 7 βΙββ »t was Mr·. McArdle's birth '" needlees to say that one ol 
B 
'ieligbtful evenings on record 
as enjoyed. 
Βΐί'ίβΓ (L°le laet week *ot hold of t 
•om- 7 
* ^e ^as ^βη looking fo; 
•e<· η ι'Τ** K-*r|y 'D ι^β morning of th< 
two J, ι^β county fair, hesecnrec 
•hut!" were ®,ter » I™1»* full ο 
tak^n 
y" wh'ch Mr. Cole bad a'read] 
nationP0,?e8s·00· at th® Grand Trunl 
« 'he iail .i»ï"1ι7Μ g°'UK up tbe "te(M 
forth 
them, one of them broki 
«an 
The othei 
>bonV »k°* ng k® knew nothing 
char?», i" c®nten,s ot the trunk, was die 
W,t -,αύβ,,1»ί t'œe Mr. Colehai t,M> »»tter, and tinall; 
•k'PPeda W li i?»y,ne th® mao wh< 
Id the ν 
H re,i Webber of Yarmouiii 
da* vt«kk.r**' Municipal Court Wednes 
lot enU_V * ^,,e and coati 
« , 
Th. truol 
•>")keo one! pJnt" ^ * number ο 
> Γ7 
Mis· Rom Murphy spent Saturday and 
Sunday at Bryant's Pond. 
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Motley of Au- 
burn were guest· at Hotel Andrew· 
over Sunday. 
William J. Wheeler made a business 
trip of three day· to Boston and Worces- 
ter last week. 
Mrs. John P. Stanley of Auburn was 
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. C. W. 
Bowker, for a short time last week. 
World's Temperance Sunday was 
observed by the Methodist Sunday 
School with special exercises on Sunday. 
The officers and teachers of the 
Methodist Suuday School are requested 
to meet at Mr. Kewley's Friday evening 
for the regular weekly teachers' meeting. 
The November meetiug of the Delta 
Alphas will be held Thursday evening 
at the home of Miss Florence Richard- 
son, when Miss Richardson and Miss 
Mildred Parlin will entertain. 
Rev. T. N. Kewley of the Methodist 
church supplied Sunday morning and 
evening for Kev. Β C. Wentworth of 
Norway, who is ill, and expects to con- 
tinue the supply until Mr. Wentworth is 
able to resume his work. 
John J. llavden, who is employed with 
his brother in Haverhill, Mhm., has been 
in town for a few days, making prepara- 
tions to move his family to Haverhill. 
They expect to leave for their new home 
on Tuesday of this week. 
Miss Mae Field entertained the Sun- 
day School class of Miss Kva E. Walker, 
of which she is a member, at her home 
Friday evening. Ten were present. 
The evening was pleasantly passed in 
playing games, and light refreshments 
were served. 
Will of Rev. Q. B. Hanoaford. 
The will of the late Rev. George B. 
Hannaford of Rumfnrd was filed in the 
Probate Court last week. Mr. Hanna- 
ford left an estate valued at $14,000. 
The executors are Rev. Charles F. Par- 
sons, now of Amesbury, Mass., and 
James S. Morse of Rumford. 
There are a number of private be- 
quests, to relatives and friend·1, of $50 to 
*1000 each, and public bequests as fol- 
lows: 
First Baptist Church of Rumford, 
*100. 
Methodist Episcopal Church of Rum- 
ford, $700. 
Methodist Episcopal Church of Mon- 
mouth, $tfU0, to be funded, income to be 
used for the part of the society kuowu 
as East Monmouth Class. 
Maine M. E. Conference, $SOO, income 
to be paid to the Church Aid Society. 
Woman's Foreign Missionary Society 
of the M. E. Church, ?ό00 
Riard of Foreign Missions of the M. 
E. Church, $.SOO. 
Board of Home Missions and Church 
Extension of the M. E. Church, $$00. 
Maine Conference Woman's Home 
Missionary Society of the M. E. Church, 
$000, for the Deaconess Home in Port- 
land. 
M. E. Church at Winthrop, Maine, 
$000, to be funded, income to be paid 
annually to the preacher in charge of 
said church. 
Death of Charles W. Chase. 
Charles W. Chase, a well known citi- 
zen of Parie, died at hia home at North 
Paris on Sunday, Νυν. G, after a long 
period of failing health. He was the 
son of Solomon and Mehitable Doble 
Chase, and was born Dec 28, 183$ 
Early in life he married Mise Mary Field, 
and tbev had four children, all of whom 
are now living: Mrs. E'iz.ibeth Putney 
of Somerville, Mass Mrs Nellie, wife of 
George F. Farnum of South Paris, Miss 
L>uisa, who lives at home, and C. 
Everett Chase of West Paris. Mrs. 
Chase died in the seventies, and he later 
married Miss Annette Davis of Wood- 
stock, who survives him, with three 
children: Mr*. Blanche, wife of William 
C. Stearns of Paris, Miss Lela, who 
lives at home, and Mrs. Alma, wife of 
Carl P. Dunham of West Paris He is 
survived by tw.j sisters, Mrs. M. A. 
Denham and Mrs. Clara Kidlon of West 
Paris. 
Mr. Chase was made a Mason iu Paris 
Lodge at South Paris, and later, when 
Granite Lodge at West Paris was form- 
ed, he became a charter member of that. 
The funeral on Wednesday was attended 
by Rm. ;> Κ Ftadot West Paris, and 
was in charge of Granite Lodge. Mr. 
Chase was a good citizen, taking an 
active interest in public affaire, and a 
m\n universally respected. 
Résolutions 
Whereas, It has pleased our Heavenly 
Father to remove from our midst by 
death our esteemed friend and c tmrade, 
Edgar T. Record, who has for many 
years been a member iu good standing 
of W. K. Kimball Poet, G. A. R main- 
taining under all circumstances a char- 
acter untarnished, a reputation above 
reproach; 
Therefore, Resolved, That in the death 
of Mr. Record, we have sustained the 
loss of a true friend whose fellowship it 
was an honor and pleasure to enjoy. 
And we can truly testify to his roauy 
virtues, to his unquestioned probity and 
stainless life. We offer to his bereaved 
family and friends our heartfelt condo- 
lence, and pray that iutinite goodness 
may bring speedy relief to their grief- 
burdened hearts, and inspire them with 
the consolation that hope in futurity 
and faith in God can ever give, even in 
the loss by death of their dearest ones of 
earth. 
Resolved, That a copy of these resolu- 
tions be spread upon the records of our 
post, a copy sent to the bereaved family, 
and a copy sent to the Oxford Democrat 
for publication. 
Hknky Maxim, \ Committee 
John Mi kcu. > on 
Wm L. Gkay, J Resolutions. 
Personal. 
Β Walker McKeen of Fryeburg, the 
lecturer of the State Grange, has 
gone to Washington, D. C., to attend 
the meeting of the American Association 
of Farmers1 Institute Workers, to be 
held at the National Hotel. The meet- 
ing begins Monday, the 14th, and con- 
tinues through Wednesday morning. 
Mr. McKeen is a member of the com- 
mittee of institute workers. 
The sixtieth wedding anniversary of 
Mr. and Mrs. James Madison Chesley 
was observed in Auburn Thursday even- 
ing by au informal family gathering of 
children and grandchildren. The aged 
c tuple received many presents. Mr. and 
Mrs. Chesley were both born in Buck- 
held and lived there until some years 
after their marriage, since which they 
have lived in several towns in Maine and 
Massachusetts. Mr. Chesley is 82 and 
Mrs. Chesley 80, and they are in full 
possession of all their faculties. 
The Uppermost Thought. 
They were at the train to get a paper 
aβ early as possible that would give them 
the details of the Democratic landslide 
of which they knew the general results. 
And here are some fragments of the con- 
versation: 
"Well, that settles the Cannon ques- 
tion." 
"How about Beveridge? I hoped he 
wouldn't go down in the wreck." 
"What does this mean for the Demo 
cratic candidate in 1912, Harmon or Wil- 
son?" 
And just then a young fellow in the 
vestibule of one of the cars shouted tc 
some one on the station platform, 
"Hi, Jimmy! Berlin's gone wet!" 
French-Chadbourne. 
Warren French of South Parts and Mist 
Alma R. Cbadbourne of Sumner wen 
married at the Baptist parsonage io 
South Paris on the evening of Novembei 
10th by Rev. E. A. Davis. Mr. Frenct 
has recently purchased a home on Skill 
inga Avenue in South 
Paris village 
where he and hia wife will with Mr 
French's mother, reside. Mr. French 
i; 
: an employee in the factory of the Parii 
Manufacturing Company. Miss Grac 
> S. Dean and Miss Faith W. Davia 
wen 
in attendance at the wedding. 
The unpleasant story of shooting acci 
dents in the Maine woods has during tb 
past week pretty nearly broken 
th 
record, especially as to those thought-it 
> ] was-a-deer ca4«s which, 
at a distance 
look nearly or quite inexcusable. 
I President Taft wisely Te&îied hi 
'Thanksgiving proclamation fcsfor 
election. 
Soie id· of William Β. Webster. 
ENDS HIS LIFE WITH ▲ BEVOLVEB SHOT 
IN A BOSTON HOTEI.. 
The body of William B. Webster of 
South Pari· vu found on Monday after· 
noon, Not. 7, in * room ocoupied by him 
in a Boston hotel. He was fully dressed, 
and a revolver lying by his side and a 
bullet hole in his right temple told the 
story. The act was evidently committed 
only a short time before, as some towels 
left at the door a few minutes earlier bad 
been taken in. No one heard the shot. 
No inquest was considered neceasary. 
Mr. Webster went to Boston the week 
previous. He bad bad for some time a 
throat trouble, and went to Boston to 
consult a specialist regarding it. It is 
understood that he was informed that 
the trouble was of a tuberculous nature, 
and that no hope of cure was given him. 
This was probably what led to the sui- 
cide, and no other cause can be assigned. 
He had been beard to make the remark, 
in South Paris some years ago, that if he 
ever found himself affected with au in- 
curable disease, he would end it by blow- 
ing ont his brains. 
Until within a few weeks Mr. Webster 
was a traveling salesman for the Oscar 
Holway Co. of Auburn, dealers in flour 
and grain. For a number of years he 
bas made South Paris his home. About 
five years ago he married Miss Amy 
Record of this place. She survives him, 
with their one child, a son about two 
and a balf years old. 
Mr. Webster was 44 years of age. He 
was born near Bangor and bis former 
home was in that city. Six brothers 
sumve him, Daniel of Bangor, Alfred 
P. of Boston, Herbert S. of Bangor, 
Edwin P. of Auburn, Donald of Port- 
land. and John P. of Bangor, and two 
sisters, Mrs. Harold H. Hodge and Miss 
Caroline Webster, both of Bangor. 
The remains were brought to South 
Paris Wednesday morning, and the 
funeral was held at the residence on 
High Street that afternoon, attended by 
Rev. A. T. MoWhorter of the Congrega- 
tional church. All Mr. Webster's broth- 
ers and sisters were present at the fu- 
neral. Burial was in Riverside Ceme- 
tery. 
henry Alexander of Portland Shot. 
FATA I. HUNTING ACCIDENT OCCURS 
TUESDAY IN GILEAD. 
Hit by a bullet tired by J. F. Pope of 
South Hamilton, Mass., Henry Alexan- 
der of Portland died in the woods at | 
Gilead Tuesday, about half an hour after , 
the accident. Mr. Alexander was the 
owner of a camp on Lary Brook about 
three miles from Gilead station, to which 
he and Elmer Hall of Portland went the 
first of last week for a deer hunt. On 
Tuesday they were following a deer 
track in a light snow, and were walking 
up an incline. Suddenly they saw the 
forms of two men as they rose the hill 
on the other slope comiug toward them. 
One of the men had a rifle pointed 
directly toward them. They shouted to 
him not to shoot, but he did not hear 
them, and was not aware of their près- 
ence until after he had shot. 
The rltl·» which was shot was of .22 
caliber. The bullet struck Mr. Alexan- 
der in the thigh, cutting an artery. He j 
became unconscious very shortly, and. 
lived only about balf an hour. 
Mr. Pope, who fired the shot, was out ; 
iu company wi'h a Mr. Connor, and fired 
the fatal shot at a rabbit in the bushes, j 
After the shooting he did all possible to : 
render assistance, and accompanied the ! 
remains to Portland and remained to the 
funeral. 
Coroner Packard of Bethel was sum- 
moned, but deemed an inquest unneces- 
sary, as it was a clear case of accident. 
Mr. Alexander was a plumber in busi- ; 
ness in Portland, and was official in- 
1 
spector of plumbing for the city, a po- 
sition which he bad held for many years. 
He was about 60 years of age. and is 
survived by a widow and a granddaugh- 
ter. 
ueain Ul HCV. VJ. d. naimoivi u· I 
Rev. George B. Hannaford, ooe of the 
best known and beet loved clergymen in 
Oxford County, died at bis borne on 
Maine Avenue, Rumford, Monday, Nov. 
7. He was taken about a week before 
witb a bilious attack, accompanied by 
much pain, and became so much ex- 
hausted tbat be was unable to rally. 
Mr. Hannaford was a native of Mon- 
mouth, and lived there until his ma- 
jority. He became a minister of the1 
Methodist Episcopal Church, aud for! 
thirty or forty years his pastorates have j 
been in Oxford County. For many | 
years he lias resided in Rumford, being I 
for some years pastor of the Methodist 
church at the Palls, but most of the 
time, on account of his health, not tak- 
ing an active pastorate but officiating as 
supply at other churches in tbat section. 
It is doubtful if any other minister in 
the state has officiated at so many wed- 
dings and funerals as has Mr. Hannaford. 
His kindly face was a benediction in it- 
self, and to know him was to be a friend. 
He was sometimes affectionately termed 
the "Bishop of Oxford County." 
Eight clerygymen participated in the 
funeral services which were held at the 
Kumford Methodist church on Wednes- 
day, the house being tilled. Burial was 
at Monmouth. 
Mr. Hannaford never married, and bia 
nearest relatives are a half-sister, Mrs. 
Chase of Lisbon Falls, and some cousins. 
He was 00 years of age. 
Albert R. Parlin. 
Albert R. Parlin, a highly esteemed 
citizen of Somerville, Mass., died at hie 
home, 10 Bowers Avenue, that city, 
Wednesday morning, Nov. 4, aged 55 
years, 1 month and 25 days. The cause 
of his death was cancer, from which he 
bad been confined to his home since the 
first of September. He was a native of 
Paris, being the son of William and Lois 
Perkins Parlin. His vocation was that 
of traveling salesman. His funeral was 
held Friday afternoon, Nov. 4, the re- 
mains being incinerated at the crema- 
tory in Mount Auburn Cemetery, Cam- 
bridge, Mass. He ia survived by a 
widow. He has one brother, John C. 
Parlin, principal of the Norridgewock 
(Maine) High School. 
Rumford Woman Killed on Railroad. 
The body of a woman found near the 
Boston and Maine tracks at Deering 
Junction Saturday morning was identi- 
fied as that of Mrs. Joseph Warren, wife 
of a paper maker at Rumford. She had 
been on a visit to her old home in Prince 
Edward Island, and waa on her return 
home. No one saw the accident, but it 
is supposed that she thought she had 
passed the station where she wished to 
get off, and tried to leave the moving 
train and fell under. Her child, a son 
twenty months old, was with her. When 
found he was alive bnt unconscious. 
Mrs. Warren was about 35 years of age, 
and with her husband had lived at Rum- 
ford about a year. 
Dr. Crippen was not bung last week 
after all, but waa granted a reprieve of 
two weeka because of a provision of the 
law in the case of a denied appeal. 
Meanwhile bobs up a Philadelphia law- 
yer, who says he knows that Dr. Crip- 
pen's wife is alive and in this country. 
There ia nothing unique about tbat hap- 
pening. People who know the murder- 
ed peraon to be alive almost always 
show up in a caae of murder which at- 
tracts wide attention. But it is rarely 
that the murdered person appeara to 
prove the atatement. 
That ia a funny deciaion of the Mis< 
souri court that oontracta for advertising 
1 in newspapers published on Sunday are 
1 void, on account of the Missouri Sunday 
law. The writer of thia paragraph 
apent a Sunday in Missouri once. That1! 
1 what makes the deciaion look so awfu 
funny. 
» 
—~——————— 
Rev. C. H. Kenney, a retired clergy 
ι man, 6β years of ace, was «truck by ι 
ι train at Old Orchard Camp Grounc 
5 Saturday night, and died while he wai 
> being taken to the hospital. He wat 
very deaf, and did not hear the train. 
WILL PROMOTE BEAUTY. 
Women desiring beauty get wonderfu 
» help from Bucklen's Arnica Salve. I 
banishes pimples, skin éruptions, sore 
and boils. It makes the skin soft au< 
velvety. It glorifies the face. Cure 
■ore eyea, cold aurea, cracked lips, chap 
* ped banda. Beet for bum·, scald·, feve 
» sores, cuts, bruises and piles. 25c. a 
the C. H. Howard^Co. pharmacy. 
Democrats NewTake the Rest. 
Maine Election Shadowed 
the Coming Event. 
This la a Democratic year, without any 
doubt. 
Return· from the states which held 
election· laat Tuesday demonatrate that 
(act to a lull certainty. While it may be 
that the Democrats did not succeed be- 
yond their expectations, as they did in 
Maine, they certainly on the whole came 
fully up to the measure of their claims. 
The story as a whole is briefly told: 
The house of representatives of the 
next congress will be changed from a 
Republican majority to a Democratic 
majority of about 30. 
In at least seven states Democrats will 
succeed Republicans in the United States 
Senate, which will reduce the Republi- 
can majority in that body, though it will 
not make it Democratic. 
Massachusetts elects Foss, Democrat, 
as governor, by about 33,000. The rest 
of the Republican state ticket is elected, 
and the legislature is Republican. 
New York elects Dix, Democrat, as 
governor, reversing the Republican 
plurality of 70,000 into a Democratic 
plurality of tk>,000. The whole Demo- 
cratic state ticket also goes in, and the 
legislature is Democratic, ensuring a 
Democratic United States Senator to 
succeed Chauncey M. Depew. 
And—well, there's no use in going into 
it too much iu detail. New Hampshire 
and Rhode Island still remain Republi- 
can, but Connecticut follows Maine and 
Massachusetts into the Democratic 
column. 
There's an oasis in the desert, too, out 
on the Pacific coast, where California 
still stays with us, electing a Republican 
governor, and occasionally another state 
remains Republican, though even in 
Pennsylvania the plurality is down to 
about 20,000. 
Senator Beveridge is defeated in 
Indiana. 
The states in which Democratic 
governors are chosen, with the approxi- 
mate pluralities, are as follows: 
New York—Dix. 66.000. 
New Jersey—W IIrob, 30,000. 
Connecticut—Baldwin. 3500. 
Massachusetts—Kooe, 33 000. 
Ohio—Harmon, «0,000. 
Oklahoma—Cru ce, 
Colorado—Shafrotti. 18,000. 
Idaho—Haw ley, 1000. 
Oregon—West, 3000. 
Alabama—O'Neal, 50,000. 
South Carolina— Blease, 00,0·». 
Texas—Colqult, 
North Dakota—Burke, 3,tWO. 
And the bright stars which still retain 
their Republican allegiance, with the ap- 
proximate pluralities of the governors, 
are: 
Pennsylvania—1Tencr, 20,NM). 
New Hampshire—Bass, 6.000. 
Khodc Island— Pothler,903. 
Iowa—Carroll, 10,000. 
Kansas—Stubbe, .1.001. 
Michigan—Osborn, 40.001. 
Minnesota—Eberhart. 50,000. 
Nebraska—Aldrlch. 5,000. 
South Dakota—Veseey, 12,000. 
Wisconsin—McUovern, 
California—Johuson, 25,000. 
Nevada—Oddle, 
Tennessee—Hooper, (Fusion), 12,000. 
The above figures are Incomplete and 
inaccurate, but they are about as pub- 
lished the second day after election, and 
election returns whioh come in later than 
that are regarded by the daily news- 
papers as ancient history and given very 
little consideration. 
Republicans in the United States 
Sonate will be succeeded by Democrats 
in Indiana, Maine, Nebraska, New Jer- 
sey, New York, Ohio and West Virginia. 
Union Supervision of Maine Schools. 
Prom figures recently compiled in tlie 
office of the State Superintendent of 
Schools a marked growth in the system 
of superintendence of schools through 
the union of towns is shown. Such 
supervision may properly be termed 
"professional" since all superintendents 
of school unions are required to hold 
State Certificates of superintendents' 
grade and to devote their entire time to 
the work of supervision. In 1910 a total 
of 00 such unions is shown comprising 
174 towns with 202S schools and em- 
bracing a school population of 92,019. It 
is interesting to note that 44 per cent of 
the entire school population of the state 
is under union supervision. Excluding 
the larger cities which employ profes- 
sional superintendents independently of 
other towns or cities, the statistics show 
that 57 per cent of the remaining school 
population is under union supervision. 
In 1899 there were in the State but two 
unions embracing 74 schools. This 
number increased slowly until in 1907 
there were 41 unions, made up of 105 
towns, containing 1164 schools. In 1909 
00 unions so organized, made up of 148 
towns and 1,845 schools. 
Superintendents of unions of towns 
are choseu generally for a term of one 
year. The ligures show however that 
nine have been elected for a three year 
period, twelve for a two year period and 
four for a period of a year and a quarter. 
The largest annual salary paid is 
$2000. Twenty-five superintendents re- 
ceive $1200; thirteen superintendents re- 
ceive an annual salary of less than $1200. 
The remainder receive salaries varying 
from $1250 to $1800. 
In providing for the formation of a 
school union the law stipulates that two 
or more towns may unite providing the 
aggregate number of schools within 
towns is not less than twenty nor more 
than fifty. 
Sweet Corn Culture and Breeding. 
A circular entitled "Practical Sug- 
gestions Regarding the Growing of 
Sweet Corn for Packing and for Seed" 
has just been issued by the Maine Agri- 
cultural Experiment Station. In this 
circular a brief discussion is first given 
of the points which are of primary im- 
portance in the culture of sweet corn to 
obtain the most profitable results. This 
is followed by a detailed plan for im- 
proving sweet corn seed by selective 
breeding. The circular closes with 
directions as to how to care for and cure 
sweet corn seed properly after it has 
been harvested. 
A copy of this circular will be sent to 
any resident of Maine on request. Re- 
quests should be addressed to the Maine 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Orono, 
Maine. 
Suicide of Edward S. Smith. 
Edward S. Smith committed suicide 
at bis home at West Bethel Friday by 
shooting himself in the temple with a 
revolver. He had been in poor health, 
and it is thought his mind was affected. 
A sister, Miss Ida Smith, lived with him, 
but he had no family. He was 49 years 
of age. 
Mr. Smith was a member of the Bethel 
Congregational church, treasurer of the 
Union Church at West Bethel where he 
attended services, and a member of 
Pleasant Valley Orange at West Bethel. 
Divorce Report Corrected. 
The attention of the Democrat has 
been called to the fact that the names 
were reversed in the report of one of the 
divorces granted at the last term of 
court. The one in question should have 
read: 
Emily O. Cushraan of Lovell from 
Lester W. Cushman. Cruel and abusive 
treatment. Custody of child to mother. 
Odd Fellows Deputies. 
Grand Master Frank B. Miller of the 
Maine Odd Fellows haa appointed dis- 
trict deputies for this section of the 
state as follows: 
Andrew Blake, Brownfleld. 
Benjamin Kumell, Jr., Lovell. 
Cbaa. H. Howard, South Parle. 
£. G. Cartts, West Paris. 
Thomas J. Conley, a man of 24, who 
was killed by a shifting engine at Port- 
land, is supposed to have thrown him- 
self in front of the engine. He had been 
drinking heavily and lost his job. 
> SAVES AN IOWA MAN'S LIFE. 
The very grave seemed to yawn before 
1 Robert Madsen, of West Burlington, 
1 Iowa, when, after seven weeks in the 
hospital, fonr of the best physioiani 
gave him up. Then was shown the mar- 
velous curative power of Electric Bitters. 
I For, after eight months of frightful suf- 
; ferine from liver trouble and yellow 
ι jaundice, getting no help from othei 
I remedies or doctors, five bottles of thli 
! matchless medicine completely cared 
him. It's positively guaranteed foi 
ρ Stomach, Liver or Kidney troubles and 
5 never disappoints. Only 50o. at the C, 
H. Howard Co.1· store. 
NORWAY. 
The survey for the aewerage system 
has been poshed forward daring the 
week and the work of aotaal survey is 
nearly completed. 
In the case of J. B. Haskell vs. Fred 
Kilgore for plank, boards, etc., sold de- 
fendant, tried in the Municipal Court on 
Monday, the decision will be rendered at 
the Deoember term. 
Henry Coolidgewas before the munici- 
pal court on complaint for intoxication 
and arranged to have sentence suspend- 
ed in case he left town and did not re- 
turn. The sentence was sixty days in 
Paris jail. He made a good trade surely 
for all parties. Let us hope it will be 
faithfully lived up to for a long time. 
Rev. B. C. Wentwortb, of the M. E. 
church, was taken to the hospital this 
week for treatment. 
The ladies of the Universalist church 
gave a supper and entertainment at Con- 
cert Hall Tuesday eveniàg. It was well 
attended. 
Helen Noyes is visiting her cousin, 
Mrs. May E. Someley, in Portland for 
two weeks. 
Jas. 0. Crooker, who has been in Dr. 
King's hospital in Portland, returned 
Thursday. 
A case of scarlet fever is reported Id 
the family of Chas. Bosinet on Main 
Street. 
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Swan have moved 
on to their Norway Lake farm, the Frank 
Wood place recently purchased by them, 
thjg 00 
Postmaster Akers and I. W. Waite are 
on a bunting trip in Newry. 
Margaret Baker won the custard pie at 
the entertainment at Concert Hall Tues 
day evening by guessing the largest num- 
ber of photographs. 
The D. A. R. recently organized in 
this village has a large membership. 
Applications are received and there is 
much interesting work in the new 
organization. 
The drama, "Down by the Sea," at 
the Grange Hall, Nov. 18, afternoon and 
evening, with the following cast: 
A bner Ray inond, a city merchant, 
J. Λ. Robert*. 
Capt. Dandelion, a city flower, 
Clifford Richardson 
■John Gale, u fisherman, Ru^t Jackson. 
September Gale, protege of John Gale, 
Clarence Buck 
March Gale, protejre of Jehn Gule. Roy Davie. 
Jean Crapeau, au old French peddler. 
Arthur Puck. 
Kate Raymond, α city belle, Mildred Holmes 
Mrs. Uale, John Unle's wife, 
Mrs. Krank Packanl 
KUty Gale, John Gale's dauKhter, Helen Howe. 
F. II. Richardson is enjoying his vaca- 
tion in Byron looking for game. A. \V. 
Pitman looks after the business at the 
Kicharrtmm barbershop. 
Allie Buck is with his brother Albert 
at Magalloway for a week's vacation. 
The 27th annual Thanksgiving ball 
under the auspices of PenncKsee- 
wassee Lodge. K. of P., will be given at 
the Opera House Thursday evening, 
Nov. 24. Music by Steams' orchestra. 
Floor manager, É. J Sharon; aids, 
.las. Usher, H. D. Tubbo, E. Richardson. 
Ernest Shaw, W. E. Kenney, U. L 
Davis, ffra. Kingman, Clarence Cole and 
VV. A. Allen. 
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Danforth left for 
Southern Pines the first of the week. 
After a short visit with Mrs. Danforth's 
brother, Rev. C. R. Tenney, at South- 
bridge, they will continue their jour 
ney south where they will pass the win- 
ter months. 
C. E. Holt, Esq.. has so far recovered 
as to be at his office much of the time. 
A venison eupper was eerved up to the 
members of the Wildcat Club at Dr. F. 
N. Barker's farm in Oxford Saturday 
evening. 
ladies while walking down Main Street 
near l'aris Street picked up a little black 
and white kitten. It was very pretty! 
Yes! but they were obliged to deposit 
much of their clothing in the earth for α 
time. Mistakes will occurnowand then. 
Freeland Howe and wife visited their 
daughter, Mrs. A. E. Morrison, at Ban- 
gor, this week. 
Horace Dinsmore is constructing the 
foundation for a two-stery tenement 
house on Beal Street, opposite Uazen 
Street. 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Caswell of Nor- 
ridgowock and Mrs. Maria Chandler of 
Fryeburg will spend the season with C. 
K. Holt. Mrs. Chandler was Mrs. Holt's 
Bister. 
Mrs. Abbie J. Tubbs of Waterville 
was in town this week looking after her 
tenement bouses. 
Frank Moore, while at work at Au- 
burn a few days ago, cut his fourth tin- 
ner so badly that it was amputated. 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Jason Marr are with 
their daughter, Mrs. Turple, at West 
Paris. As Mrs. Marr's health is very 
poor they may stay all winter. 
NOT SORRY FOR BLUNDER. 
"If my friends hadn't blundered in 
thinking I was a doomed victim of con- 
sumption, I might not be alive now," 
writes D. T. Sanders of Harrodsburg, 
Ky., "but for years they saw every at- 
tempt to cure a lung-racking cough fail. 
At last I tried Dr. King's New Discovery. 
The effect was wonderful. It Boon 
stopped the cough and I am now in bet- 
ter health than I have bad for years. 
This wonderful life saver is an unrivaled 
remedy for coughs, colds, la grippe, 
asthma, croup, hemorrhages, whooping 
cough or weak lungs. 50c., $1.00. Trial 
bottle free. Guaranteed by the C. H. 
Howard Co. 
After a futile attempt to enter the 
house of Mrs. Ella Shepard, 129 Middle 
Street, Lewiston, where bis wife who 
left him five weeks ago was stopping 
Geo. Hasey, aged 30, a shoemaker of 
Auburn, committed suicide by shooting 
at about 0:30 o'clock Monday night. 
SHALL WOMEN VOTE? 
If they did, millions would vote Dr. 
King's New Life Pills the true remedy 
for women. For banishing dull, fagged 
feelings, backache or headache, consti- 
pation, dispelling colds, imparting appe- 
tite and toning up the system, they're 
unequaled. Easy, safe, sure. 25c at the 
C. H. Howard pharmacy. 
Bora. 
Id South Parte, Nor. 12, to the wife of Walter 
S. Abbott, a eon. 
In Stow, Oct. 29, to the wife of Edward Hodg 
don, a daughter. 
In Porter, Oct. 37, to the wife of Curtis Llbby, 
a son. 
In Andover, Nov. 4, to the wife of Arthui 
Ladd, a daughter. 
In Mexico, Oct. 18, to the wife of Arthui 
Eastman, a eon. 
In Gllbertvllle, to the wife of Frank Foster, a 
son. 
Married. 
In South Parle, Nov. 10, by Rev. E. A. Davie 
Mr. Warren French of South Parts and Mlw 
Alma B. Chad bourne of Sumner. 
In Bethel, Oct. 30, Mr. Allie Morgan and Mrs, 
Lillian Wheeler. 
In Bethel, Nov. 7, by Bev. C. L. Banghart, Mr 
Edward M. Cat ter and Mies Fanny Capen, bott 
of Iiethel. 
In (Jardiner, Nov. 2, by Bev. J. B. Clifford 
Mr. Franklin M. Buewell of Norway and Miei 
Bertha S. Chaney of Qardlner, formerly of Nor 
way. 
In Mexico, Nov. 2, by Bev. George J. Palmer 
Mr Jasper C. Perry and Miss Frieda E. Crab 
tree. 
Died. 
In Boeton, Nov. 7, William B. Webeter ο 
South Parle, ag«;<l 44 yearn. _ 
In North Parle, Nov. β, Charles W. Chaee 
;ed 71 yeara. 
In Bumford, Nov. 7, Bev. George B. Hanna Λ*ί 
ford, aged 66 veara. 
In Gliead, Nov 8, Henry Alexander of Porl 
land, aged about 60 yeare. 
In Eaet Waterford, Nov. 8, Leroy Skinner 
aged about 37 y«sare. 
In Snmner, Oct. 31, Mrs. Julia B. Bowker 
aged 78 years. 
In Lewieton, Nov. 10, Mre. Jere Jonitle ο 
Mexico. 
In West B'ithei, Nov. 11. Edward S. Smltl 
aged 49 years. 
la West Sumner, Nov. 8, Mrs. Jennie E., wif 
of M. C. Thomas, aged ttijreare. 
In Waterford, Oct. 99, Frances Plummer, age 
81 years, 7 months, 12 days. 
NOTICE. 
In the District Court of the United States for th 
District of Maine, in Bankruptcy. 
In the matter of ) 
ARTHUR L. VERRILL, ( In Bankruptcy 
of Greenwood, Bankrupt. ) 
To the créditera of Arthur L. Verrill, In th 
County of Oxford and district aforeaald : 
Notice Is hereby given that on the 12th day ο 
Nov., A. D. 1910, the said Arthur L. Verrl 
waa duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the Art 
! meeting of his creditors will be held at the offlc 
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Parti 
ι on the 30th day of Nov., A. D. 1910, at 10 o'cloc 
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditor 
I may attend, prove their claims, appoint 
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transa* 
such other bnalneaa aa may properly come tx 
If ore said tneeting. South Paris, Nov. 12.1910. WALTER L. GRAY. Referee In Baa&rnpto] 
INTERESTING STORY OF A GERM. 
How it Destroys the Health by Corroding 
the Tissues of the Head, Ears, Lungs or Stom- 
ach, and How it May be Avoided. 
A germ bas been found to be the cause 
of Catarrh. Ân insect so small that a 
microscope is required to see it, is re- 
sponsible for the misery and death of a 
great many people. Moreover this germ 
may be 
CONVEYEE FROM Δ DISEASED PER- 
SON TO A HEALTHY ONE. 
This accounts for the prevalence of 
this disease. Whole families sometimes 
have it. Some may escape for a long 
time, or are not susceptible to the 
poison. 
The nose and throat are the first lo- 
cations of the malady. Everyone in 
familiar with the disagreeable nature of 
it. After a time it extends to the eare, 
blocking them up, causing snapping 
sounds, deafness, noises or discharge. 
Or it may attack the luogs, where it will 
give rise to all 
THE SYMPTOMS OF CONSUMP- 
TION, 
and is usually known by that name. A 
large proportion of those unhappy indi- 
viduals who are continually complain- 
ing of their stomachs, liver or bowelx, 
really have chronic catarrh of those 
organs, and if they were treated by a 
specialist od the subject they would re- 
cover. 
Uright's disease of the Kidneys begins 
as a catarrhal inflammation of lining 
membrane, and if taken in that stage is 
curable. These are facts of vital im- 
portance and everyone should know the 
Dangers of Catarrh. In the large cities 
hospitals are devoted to these diseases 
People who have been to the Caldwell 
Sanatorium in Now York to secure the 
wonderful Electric treatment never tire 
of telling of its virtue, for electricity 
properly used destroys germs, tones up 
the whole system, gives you pure blood 
and healthy activity, and will give you 
snap, vigor and vitality, so essential to 
happinoss. 
The Caldwell X Ray Specialists of 
New York havo located in Norway for 
several months. Tliey bave brought 
with them the newest and most potent 
Electrical Machine, and are prepared to 
give patients the same benefits thai 
they would receive by the greater out- 
lay of time and money in going to New 
York. Before long testimonials will 
appear in this paper of cures in Norway. 
An interview and one trial treatment 
will cost you nothing and may save you 
years of suffering and perhaps your life. 
W'Wmt-y 
1 
X RAY VIEW OF A HUMAN HAND. 
There will be a free X Ray Démonstration, and Free Electro Magnetic Treat- 
ment next Friday night, Nov. 18, at 8 o'clock at this office in the Parlors of Deal'» 
Hotel. A cordial invitation is extended to all, especially those troubled with any 
chronic disease. Go and take a treatment, you will feel better for it. 
They are most successful in all chronic 
and long standing diseases, Catarrh, 
Throat Troubles, Bronchitis, Consump- 
tion, Blood Disorders—Scrofula, all 
kinds of Tumors, diseases of the stom- 
ach and Digestive Tract. Those fear- 
ful nervous diseases of men and women, 
no matter from what cause arisiug, 
Paralysis, Headache, Prostration, Lame 
Back, Sciatica and Rheumatism, 
Diseases of the Liver, Kidneys and 
Bladder, WOMEN. Women who are 
racked with pain in the pelvis, side, 
back or head, or suffering from nervous- 
ness and many troubles peculiar to their 
sex, can find speedy relief and permanent 
cure without examination. Years of 
suffering and server operations may be 
avoided by using this now treatment. 
All male troubles, weakness from what- 
ever cause, quickly cured. 
There is a large class of sufferers in 
the world—not really sick, but misera- 
ble, restless and always tired—who ar<* 
passing through the routine of tonics, 
stimulants, opiates, and narcotics, and 
fall into a state of supreme miserable- 
ness. 
These troubles are simply electro ner- 
vousness, arising from a disturbance of 
the vital forces of the body and can be 
effectually overcome by electricity. A 
few applications are sufficient; often a 
singlo process of electrical polarization 
will remove difficulties of years' stand- 
ing. Γη fact, it is the only agent to be 
relied upon for the effectual cure of all 
cases of chronic derangement and 
functional disease. 
Go to them and if they accept your 
case, place yoursi-lf at once under their 
care. 
Consultation is free Tuesday, Thurs- 
day and Saturday, from 9 to 12 A. M., 
2 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M. 
SPECIAL OFFER: 
Those beginning treatment within one week will be given one month Home 
Treatment entirely free. 
Consultation and One Treatment Free 
To all those who desire treatment, but no one will take offense If their case is 
declined, as under no circumstances will a case be undertaken which, in their 
opinion, cannot be cured. 
Office, Parlors of Beal's Hotel, Norway, Me. 
Hours: 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M., Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. 
S//0£ 
Attwmturmrtti 
TYLES letter than 
ever. Factory equipped 
with new machinery 
throughout. All meth- 
ods of manufacturing 
improved 50i—style 
direct proportion—value 
too. Smart—Stylish and Flex- 
ihle to the last degree. 'The new 
models on display today. You re 
cordially invited to inspect them. 
J. F. Plummer, 
Clothier and Furnisher, 
31 Market Sq., South Paris. 
m 
li 
Causes Sickness. 
• Good Health Impossible with a Dis- 
ordered Stomach. 
There ie nothing that will create sick- 
ness or cause more trouble than a dis- 
ordered stomach, and many people daily 
contract serions maladies simply through 
disregard or abuse of the stomach. 
We urge every one suffering from any 
stomach derangement, indigeetion or 
r dyspepsia, whether acute or chronic, to 
try Reiall Dyspepsia Tablets, with the 
distinct understanding that we will re· 
5 fund their money without question or 
I formality, if after reasonable use of this 
medicine they are not satisfied with the 
: results. We recommend them to our 
customers every day, and have yet to 
t hear of any one who has not been 
benefited by them. Three sizes, 25o, 50c 
and $1.00 a box. Sold in South Taris 
only at our store — The Kexall Store. 
The Chaa. H. Howard Co., South Paris, 
Me. 
f 1 
, NOTICE. 
s The subscriber hereby rives notice that «he 
has been duly appointed executrix of the 
c last will and tettimpnt of 
ρ OBVIi.LE K. BARROWS, late of Hartford, 
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons 
t having demanda açalnet the eatate of «aid de· 
>. ceased are desired to present the same for settle- 
ment, and all Indebted thereto an requested to 
make payment Immediately. 
LUCYF. BARROWS. 
November 8th, 1910. 4θ-7-8 
Scotch Yarn, 
Spanish Yarn, 
Saxony Yarn, 
Germantown Yarn, 
Shetland Floss 
At 
Merritt Welch, 
124 Main Street, 
NORWAY, MAINE, 
For Sale. 
A 4-hole range with tank and sbelf. 
Also a bound dog. Inquire of 
_ P. S. MASON, 
45-0 South Pari·, Me. 
Thanksgiving 
Table Linen. 
SMILEY 
Of course you will set a Thanksgiving 
table, and you will want it to look well in 
everyway. You can't do this if you do not have 
nice, fresh linen. It improves the looks of the 
table more than the food. You may need a 
table cloth, napkins or tray cloths. We can 
show you a full line of the above articles at 
prices that will interest you. 
TABLE DAMASK. 
One lot extra lino quality, 72 inches 
wide, includes several of the leading 
patterns, $1.25 yard. Napkins to matcL, 
20 inch, for «2.98, 24 inch ««.08. 
ONE LOT FINE LINEN, in good 
patterns such as sweet pea aud buw knot, 
rose, etc. 72 inch wide $1.00 yard. 
70 INCfl DAMASK, good linen in all 
the leading patterns, large assortment, 
75c. yard. 
DAMASK pure linen, good weight, 04 
to 70 inch wide, 50c., G9c. yard. 
PATTERN CLOTHS, extra Hup 
linen, 72x90, oblong patterns of fancy 
scroll with plain conter, with border of 
fancy scroll, a beauty, 94.50, napkins to 
match 24-inch, «4 50. 
PATTERN CLOTHS, fancy scroll 
with snow drups, 72x90 inch, $3.50. 
Napkins to match, 22 inch, $3.25. 
PATTERN CLOTHS, good linen, snow 
drop, with Grecian and ileur-de lie bor- 
der, $2 98. Napkins to match, $2.25. 
NAPKINS, large assortment in all the 
leading patterns, 19 inch. Napkins $1.50 
and $1.75 dozen. 
22 inch extra heavy quality, $2.00, tine 
quality in 20 inch size, $2.50, $2.98, and 
22 inch f >r $2.98, aud 24 inch 13.50, 
$3.75, $3.93, $4.50. 
TRAY CLOTIIS, 18*27, pure linen, 
hemstitched, assorted pattern, 25c. each. 
20x30, tine linen, hemstitched, pretty 
patterns, 50c. each, and extra line qual- 
ity, 75c. and 98c. 
SEVERAL LOTS tray clothe to be 
hemmed a*, ends, 10x24 inch, for 12 1 2c., 
15c 25c. 
BOOKS ! 
Come in and see what a fine assortment οf 
Books we have ready for your inspection. 
Over 200 Popular Copyrights at 50 cts. each. 
Nearly 100 of Mrs. Southworth's Novels at 25 cts. 
each. 
The best of the late books at $1.10 each. 
Books for Boys and Girls at 25 and 50 cts. each. 
Children's Books in paper and linen. 
Gift Books, Poems, etc. 
If you desire any book we do not have in stock 
we 
will gladly procure it for you. 
Chas. H. Howard Co., 
Successors to K. A. SI1URTLEFF Jt CO., 
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE. 
BISHOP FUR ROBES. 
5x0 feet, Black or Drown Boar, ...... $12.00 
4 1-2x5 1-2 feet, Black or Brown Bear, ..... 11.00 
5x0 feet, Gray Goat, ........ 11.00 
4 1-2x5 141 feet, Gray Goat, ...... 9.50 
54x02 Wool Robes with Rubber Center, 7.00 
White Fur Hobes for the Baby, both styles, pocket aud hole in center, $5.00, 0.00 
James N. Favor, 
91 Main St., Norway, Maine. 
PROP. OF TH· TUCKER 
HARNESS STORE. 
Ν. Dayton Bolster Co. 
===== COUNTRY DEPARTMENT STORE. = 
Every Department Complete. 
Underwear for Men, Women and Children. 
Wool, Cotton and Fleeced Hose for all. 
Talmar Knitting Yarns in Scotch, Spanish and 
Saxony. 
Gloves and Mittens for Women, Children and 
Men. 
Carpets, Rugs, Art Squares, Oilcloth, Mats. 
Draperies, Couch Covers, Stand Covers, etc. 
One piece Suits, Wrappers, Flannelette Ki- 
monos, Fleeced Skirts, Blankets. 
35 MARKET SQUARE, 
South Paris, = - Maine. 
Suits 
Npw Dress Goods 
I 1 1 V TT n nrl . Dress Trimmings 
In the New Dark Rich Fall Colorings. 
If you are going to purchase a new 
suit this fall, get it early if you 
wish to save money. Many, if 
not all, will cost more for re- 
orders. 
Sincerely yours, 
S. B. & Z. S. Prince, 
NORWAY, 
/ 
MAINE. 
Free! - Free! - Free! 
A KING KINEO RANGE. 
$2.00 il É $2.0 
THE PERSON bringing the largest number 
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs' Variety 
Store, Norway, Wednesday, November 23,1910, 
at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo 
Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask your 
friends to begin to save this advertisement 
for you. 
Pythian 
SOUTH PAr 1 .ιέ 
C. E. TOLMAN & CO., 
INSURANCE, 
PIANOS A ORGANS. 
New Baxter Building, 
PORTLAND, me. 
Your Line is Reported Busy 
A party line subscriber is sidetracked 
while the other subscribers on his line are 
talking. 
A special line is never in use unless you 
are talking yourself. 
The more special lines in an exchange, 
the better the service. 
Don't knock the Telephone Company 
because lines are reported busy. 
The subscriber elects which class of 
service he will take and rates are based on 
the cost of furnishing that particular class 
of service. Call up the local Manager and 
get rates for special line service. It is the 
best we have and the cheapest at the price. 
■ JHflW {lifl my. 
Q Hand Colored ΓΡΓΓ 
I PHOTOGRAVURES 
rnLL 
We intend to make this subscription season one 
long to be remembered by our readers, hence this re- 
markable offer : 
To every reader of this paper who will send NOW— 
TO-DAY—one subscription to our special combination— 
The New=York Tribune Farmer, 
A practical farm paper for practical farmers. 
Regular price $1.00, and 
The Oxford Democrat, 
Your favorite local paper, 
Regular price $1.50, 
Each ONE YEAR for which our price is only $2.25 
We will send, absolutely without cost to you, a set 
of three (3) beautiful photogravures, printed on heavy 
plate paper, size 14 1-2x19 1-2. 
These are GENUINE HAND-COLORED repro- 
ductions from the famous paintings, 
PEACEFUL OUR, by kabd 
THE BREAKERS, by Henrique 
MOTHER AND CHILD, by Robert Ferruzi 
If purchased in a first-class art store these pictures 
would cost you at least $2.00 each. They must be seen 
to be appreciated. 
The subscriptions may be either new or renewals, 
but your order should be mailed TO-DAY to 
THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT, 
South Paris, Maine. 
υ.5 u s U 5 
SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM 
By using a United States Separator. 
They are money earners, being cream savers. 
Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seattle 
Grand Prize assures it. 
The 1910 Interlocking Style 
U. S. SEPARATORS 
us us 
us. 
;>re the cle*ne»t skimmer·, easiest running, most 
p\ er<ily washed and durable separator ever made. 
ir in ar.d year out they run without a hitch, ever making 
money, never making trouble. We sell them, you need One. 1 
T. M. DAVIS. Agent. South Paris. 
see l S. BILLINGS 
of All Kinds for 
Building Purposes. Lumber 
OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing, Shingles, 
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc. 
I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Roofing. There 
are other makes, but Paroid is the best 
L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me. 
THE LUND OF 
PUZZLEDOM. 
No. -118.—Double Acrostic. 
The initials are small rodents. The 
finals are larger rodents; both found 
In stables. 
My first is a country bome. My sec- 
jud is a country in Asia. My third is 
to trick. My fourth is English noblee. 
No. 1119.—Charade·. 
1. 
Fill up my whole! Last with the sons! 
Our glorious first we toast! 
Now cheer it lustily and long. 
It Is our proudest boast. 
II. 
I first a Une. and from my last 
I caught my whole for dinner. 
It weighed full four and twenty pound·; 
It did. as I'm a sinner. 
III. 
My first's a saint for children. 
So happy and so gay. 
But viewed by careful housewife 
With sorrow and dismay. 
My last a man will cherish 
And from It will not part. 
But variable woman 
Gives It with all her heart. 
My whole you may not fancy- 
No dignity It gives— 
But Tom or Dick or Harry 
Will own it while he lives. 
—Youth's Companion. 
No. 1120.—Word Square. 
My first is a boy's name. My sec- 
ond Is oue of the United States. My 
third is η sound made by α snake. 
My fourth is prominent on the face. 
No. 1121.—Topsy Turvy. 
Lttlel akcj nrerho tsa ni hte nrceor, 
Tgnael cosra psmul nad cqiune; 
Eh tup ni shl btmhu nda Updue tuo a 
mlpu, 
Nad dab a napl reve nslce. 
No. 1122—Hidden Bird·. 
When I drink tea glee fills my soul. 
Whenever 1 said "he-haw" Kate 
grew augry. 
I left my card over on the bureau. 
The lilac ou Dora's hat looked faded. 
I must know the cost or Karl cuu'l 
send the mouey to you. 
No. 1123.—Store Sign Puzzle. 
Λ 
Ο υ 7N 
L A 0 A 
C T> Ι- Ο 
τ ο i/o /SI κ* -^1 
The above sign was placed in » 
trimming store to advertise the stock 
'an you find nine articles by moving 
dp, down and slanting. Do not skip, 
but you may use the same letter over 
again. 
No. 1124.—Riddle·. 
1. 
Upon my breakfast table 
1 found and ate it gladly. 
I met r maiden with it. 
And it was rumpled sadly, 
While fr»>m the far encampment 
1 heard it sounding madly. 
II. 
A thin? of mystery am 1 
And made for your detection. 
And you may probe me as you will. 
1 ofTer no objection. 
Full many meanings I possess. 
You see me If but one you guess. 
No. 1125.—Anagram. 
Transpose the following letters and 
muke the name «>f a distinguished 
English statesman: 
"Great solid inau will wate." 
No. 1126.—Deletion. 
The golden le::i!ets flutter gently down. 
And winter's coming tell. 
The earth sighs as she dons TWO autumr 
gown, 
."Farewell!" 
Farewell to summer's Joyous, gladsome 
days! 
We ONE its funeral knell 
In every passing leaf which plainly says, 
"Farewell!" 
No. 1127.—Zigzag. 
All the words described contain the 
same number of letters. Wheu rightlj 
guessed and wri'teu oue below the 
other the zigzag (begiuulng at the up- 
per left hand letter and cudlng with 
the lower left liaud letter) will spell 
the name of a famous man. 
Crosswords: 1. Λ plia η torn. 4J. A pig- 
ment used by painters. 3. Loyalty. 4. 
A footman. 5. Depressed. 0. To treat 
with fondness. 7. Condescends. 8. A 
popular instrument. I). A fabulous 
winged serpent. 10. A large ship. 11. 
To value.—St. Nicholas. 
Conundrum. 
When are snow and wood alike" 
When drifting. 
Key to Puzzledom. 
No. 1110.—Central Syucopations: 1. 
Me-d-al. 1!. Ko-o-ae. 3. Ch-a-lu. 4, 
Mn-t-iu. f>. Cb-e-at. β. (îa-ui-iu. 
No. 1111.—Proverb Puzzle: Lougfel 
low. Omitted Words: Folks, known, 
honey, wager, offer, great, folly, tells, 
grown, fewer. 
No. 1112.—Word Square: Sofa, odor, 
foaiu, arms. 
No. 1113.—Charade: Pill, low, case; 
pillow case. 
No. 1114. — Pictorial Code Rebus: 
"Who he»ds not a penny shall uevei 
have any." Words: Hose, weather 
vane, shove, lieu. pau. Lynn. lady. 
No. 1115.—Mystic Additious: Do-v-e 
iuode-1, m-ass. c-ape. 
No. link—Diamond: S. etc.. steam, 
cat. M. 
No. 1117.—Charade: To. ma, toe; to- 
mato 
There is little danger from a cold οι 
from an attack of the grippe except 
when followed by pneum»nia, and this 
never happen» when Chamberlain'» 
Cough Remedy is used. Thia remedy 
baa won it· great reputation and exten- 
sive Hale by its remarkable cures of ooldi 
and grip and can be relied upon with 
implicit confidence. For sale by all 
dealers. 
A negro was arrested in Atlanta on a 
charge of vagrancy and brought before 
Judge Broyles. 
"Why, Sam, is this you? What have 
they arrested you for?" 
"Notbin', jedge, 'cepting fragrancy." 
Do the right thing if you have Nasal 
Catarrh. Get Ely's Cream Balm at once. 
Don't touch the catarrh powders and 
snuffs, for they contain cocaine. Ely'· 
('ream Balm releasee the secretions that 
inflame the nasal passages and the 
throat, whereas medicines made with 
mercury merely dry up tbe secretions 
and leave you no better than you were. 
Ια a word, Ely's Cream Balm is a real 
remedy not a delusiou. All druggists, 
50 centa, or mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 
Warren Street, New Tork. 
Husband—I met Hawkins to-day and 
he was very gloomy—told me he was 
perfectly willing to die. 
Wife—Oh, John! Why didn't you ask 
him here to Thanksgiving dinner? 
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab- 
lets do not sicken or gripe, and may be 
taken with perfect safety by the most 
delicate woman or tbe yonngeat child. 
Tbe old and feeble will also find tbem a 
moat suitable remedy for aiding and 
strengthening their weakened digestion 
and for regulating the bowela. For aale 
bj all deal era. 
>1 
HOMEMAKEES' column. 
Correspondence on topic, of I«£·££? rases w. 
Recipes. 
CBEAM OF CLAM SOUP. 
Chop one pint of cUmi; add» cup of 
cold water aud let heat gradually to the 
boiling point; let simmer 
mluutee, then pre». 
Scald one quart of milk with 
onion, a sprig of parsley aud a ^lk of celery. Melt one-fourth a cup of butter, 
in It cook one-fourtli a cop of fl 'ur, one l8po^ufulofBaltand half 
ful of Depper; when frothy add thi clam 
puree and BÙruutU boiling »««·» >» 
the milk and, If at hand, add also half a 
cup of cream. 
CHE AM OF CELERY SOI'P. 
I'se the same proportions ae above, 
subetltuUng celery free (·.■ tb.cUm i.uree The celery (leaves and coarse 
stalks') will need to simmer an hour or 
more. 
HOT CANNED BALUON, EGO SAUCE 
set a can of salmon in a «ucepan of 
boiling water over the hre and let the 
water simmer fifteen or twenty »'"»'·»-· 
open the can close to the edge, drainι off 
tii« liouid then turn the salmon onto !ίβ center of a serving dish. Surround 
with potatoes, cut in lengthwise quarters 
l(r in balls, cooked tender and « Irained. 
Uarnish with a hard-Cooked egL, cut iu 
querters. Serve egg sauce in a *auuc 
b at. 
EGG SAUCE. 
Melt two tablespoonlule of buHer; 
iu it cook two tablespoonfuls of flour 
and one-fourth a teaspoonful of sail, aid 
one cup of cold water and s tir unU>1 
hotline' draw to a cooler part of tin? 
«nge and gradually stir in two table- 
spoonfuls of butter, cut in small pieces, 
finish with a hard-cooked egg, chopped 
line or cut in slices. 
("BEAMED FISH IN POTATO CASSOLETTES. 
Press hot, boiled potatoes through a 
licer· add salt as needed, a so one or 
two tablespoonfuls of butt·* for each 
,.r two beaten yolk» of eitg.· 
r:';r/eSrs'» r cream. Sb.pe Ih. mixmte .oU ronnd., 
ovais or diamond shapes. Roll them η 
sifted bread crumbs, cover with bea. 
Hjp, diluted with an tqual [ η il k then again roll tn crumbs. With a
κ harp-pointed knife score the top of eaîh shape one-fourth an Inch from the 
edge, to forma cover that "naybere^ '"lit" 
kro«»S tbe'scoriup and «Λ. £ 
tish Halted and made hot In a cream or 
Usb' Beebamel .ance. Use one cup of 
tish to each three-fourths a cup of sauce. 5Ï .be covers In place and .cr.e a. once. 
CHICKEN PIE, BISCUIT CBUST. 
vi«n»rute a three-pound chicken in'o 
ΓΓΛΪ. -m cook ln rrom «o 
Sen become cold. For the crust.· ft 
together four cups of pastry flour, a to. 
spoonful of salt and four slightly round- 
ing teaspoonfuls of baking 
Work in one-fourth a cup of shortening, 
then mix to a dough with milk, lake 
two-thirds of the paste upon a board 
rtr«ili»t)d with flour, knead slightly, then 
roll out to fit a baking dish large enough îo bold the chicken. Roll the rest of the 
paste into a elieet, spread with softened L »»„. and fold in three layers, roll to 
Ht the'top of the dish. Cut a slit in the fop of the crust. Put the pleçes of chicken in the lined dish. Sprinkle in a 
teaspoonful of salt aud half a teaspoon 
ful of black pepper and two or three 
tablespoonfuls of flour. Add two table 
spoonfuls of butter .. little bite, m 
madteof,8twUo tablespoonfuls of butter 
three of flour, one cup of cre )™ *,, ni.ifken broth. The sauce should De 
11 Turn this into the dish over the 
chicken. Brush the edge of the paste 
with cold water and set the cover 
place. Ornamknt the cover w,.bι bluof 
"T S ISfoT.dwi »"». »'» w°ll a bnttwed paper, ami let bake from 
three-fourths to a full hour. 
ROAST CHICKENS. 
Truss the carefully cleaned chicken* 
m> that the lege and wings are pressed 
close to the body. Hub over with salt 
and Hour, aud fasteu slices of salt pork 
over the breast. Set to cook in a hot 
oven. Baste each fifteen minutes with 
the dripping in the pan and additional 
fat as needed. Dredge with flour after 
each basting. Lower the heat after the 
first half hour. Let cook till the joints 
oeparate easily. The time will vary from 
one hour and three-fourths to two hours 
aud one-fourth. 
UIBLKT SAUCE. 
When the chickens are put into the 
oven, cover tiie cleaned giblets and the 
necks with boiling water and let simmer 
until tender. Discard uned'ble portions 
and chop the rest line. Pour all the fat, 
eave three tablespoonfuls, from the bak- 
iug pan; into this stir three tablespoon 
fuis of flour, add a cup aud a half of the 
cooled broth from the giblets and stir 
until boiling; add 'he chopped gible's 
with salt and pepper as needed. 
UKEAI) DKK98INH. 
To two cups of fine bread crumb* 
(picked from the loaf with a fork) add 
half a teaspoonful, each, of powdered 
thyme or summer savoty, salt and pep 
per, also half a cup of melted butter, 
mix thoroughly and use to fill the chick- 
ens. This quantity will be enough for 
one chicken. 
A CHEESE COURSE. 
Roll cream cheese into balls nearly an 
iuch in diameter; roll tha balls in pis- 
tachio nuts, blanched and chopped. Pile 
the balls in the center of a cbnp-plate, 
and surround with a wreath of orange 
or grape-fruit marmalade. Surround 
the marmalade with hot toasted crackers. 
Serve at the olose of luncheon or dinner 
in the place of the usual pudding, pie or 
other sweet dish. If preferred pass the 
cheese, marmalade and crackers on a 
tray in separate receptacles. 
CBANBERRY TARTS. 
Cut rounds from liaky piste and an 
equal number of rounds from puff paste, 
if at hand, otherwise use flaky pastry 
for both sets of rounds. Cut out small 
rounds from the paste to be used u 
covers, but retain them in place. Put a 
spoonful of cranberry jeily on the flaky 
rounds, brush the edge with cold water 
and press the puff-paste rounds above; 
dredge with grauulated sugar and bake 
in a rather hot oven about fifteen 
minutes. 
8MALI. CHOCOLATE COOKIES. 
beat half a cup of butter to a cream; 
gradually beat in one cup of sugar, two 
eggs, beaten without sepsratlng the yolks 
and white*, then two rouuding table- 
■p oufuls of cocoa, one tablespoonful ol 
sweet milk, one teaspoonful of vanilla 
extract and two cups of sifted pastry 
flour, sifted again with two slightly 
rounding teaspoonfuls of baking powder. 
Drop by the teaspoonful, some distauce 
apart, on buttered baking sheets. Bake 
in a quick oven. When baked the cook- 
lee should be perfect in shape and the 
size of a macaroon. 
PEANUT BUTTER SOUP. 
One tablespoonful of peanut butter 
worked to a thin paste with a little milk. 
Scald one and one-half cups of milk (a 
little onion may be used in this but it la 
not necessary.) Melt one tablespoouful 
of butter and alowly atir into it two 
tablespoonfuls of flour. Pour the scald- 
ed milk slowly on tbla, and when smooth 
add the mixture to the peanut butter 
paste, stirring conatantly. Salt and 
I pepper to taste. 
CARAMEL ICING. 
Measure one cup of granulated sugar. 
From this take four tablespoonfuls of 
KUgar and oook to a caramel ; add one- 
fourth a cup of boiling water and cook 
to a thiok syrup. Then add the rest of 
the oup of sugar and one-fourth of a cup 
of boiling water and boil till it thread·; 
then pour over the white of one egg 
beaten dry and beat till thiok and cool 
enough to apread.—Bx. 
\ 
WISDOM OF 
WOOD FOLKS 
Katy was feeling blue, very blue, 
la fact, in all her little life she bad 
aever felt so sad as she did now. And 
yet most folks would have considered 
Katy a very fortunate child. She had 
epent all the long sunny days of July 
and August at the beautiful farm. 
Through these happy weeks 110 care 
or duty had come to disturb lier happi- 
ness. She had roamed the hills and 
fields, explored the mysteries of the 
woods, fed the chickens, waded the 
sparkling waters of the merry brook 
and brought cows home at milking 
time. Now It was all to end. 
School had already opened, and Katy 
must come homo at once, her parents 
wrote, to take her place in class. So 
Katy, as I have said, was feeling blue. 
CAST A SPKI.L OS MK THAT WILIi MAKt* 
UK HAI'PY ALWAYS. 
and, most children will think, with 
good reason. The mellow afternoon 
seemed to tease her with its bright 
glory. It was hard to leave all the 
beauty of wood and field and μο bac!» 
to the dull round of studies in tin- 
noisy. warm city. Books were sn<·!· 
stupid thiugs, anyway! 
These were Ivaty's thoughts as s'n- 
sat swinging beneath the apple tin· 
and gazed into the deep green over 
head. Finally she decided she would 
uot go at all. She would run away 
Aud she started up and soon h.id dis- 
appeared into the depths of the wood 
taking with liera lew apples for food. 
Katy was very much excited ami 
walked very fast at tirst for fear that 
she might lie seen, but by and by she 
lost herself completely and wandered 
on. still happy in the thought of put- 
ting school behind her. There was 
mu· h to see and marvel at around lier. 
The path seemed made of emerald vel- 
vet. so bright and soft was the moss 
will· h covered it. The leaves of many 
trees were turning scarlet, and the 
wiid flowers still bloomed brilliantly. 
So the place seemed to be enchanted, 
aud it was Katy's delight to believe 
it was. She would not have been sur- 
prised to see fairies or elves or even a 
wizard or witch peer at her through 
the branches. She ate her apples by 
and by and drank from a clear, cold 
spring and then wandered on again. 
By this time she could uot have gone 
home again if she hud wished, but it 
was not until it began to grow dark 
that she felt the least bit afraid. Then 
It happened that she saw a little light 
twinkling through the black night. 
She crept forward and p-ered through 
the window of the wee cottage. It 
was a funny little place on the side of 
a steep hill, the upper windows 011 a 
level with the ground at the back, and 
the kitchen rambling away down the 
hill iu front. Inside a queer old wo- 
man stood stirring some savory stew 
in a great Iron pot over tlie open tire. 
She knocked timidly, and when she 
had faltered out her story in answer to 
tue witch's shrill ileum uns sue was 
made welcome and given a generous 
share of supper. 
"Can't you please cast a sp»-ll ou ine 
that will make uie be happy always?" 
pleaded Katy. 
"Go up to bed, ray child." shrilled 
mother witch not unkindly. "I will 
see what cau be doue. I cau cast 
spells aud will try to help you, even 
though you have been so naughty lu 
running away." 
So Katy snuggled down beneath the 
patchwork quilt and prepared to be be- 
witched. 
Just then she became aware of a 
shrill singing beneath her window. 
"Katy did! Katy didn't!" was sunn 
out loudly, the same thing o\er aud 
over again. One little voice asserted 
"Katy did!" and the other one replied 
"Katy didn't!" Didn't what? wonder- 
ed Katy, not in the least surprised to 
be able to understand these songs. 
"Didn't betray a trust," shrilled a 
cricket close by. 
"Katy did!" iusisted the first voice 
sturdily. 
"But she never will again!" thrilled η 
locust. 
"Never again, never again, nevei 
again!" sang the tree toad in triumph. 
"Katy knows that even in the woods 
there Is work to be done in the fall 
Every creature, big or small, is busy 
laying up stores for the winter, aud 
she would not like to be the only Idle 
one among so many. She will be glad 
to get back to lessons now that she 
understands!" 
And Κ a ly realized that the spell upon 
her had enabled her to understand the 
songs of the insects, and she had 
learned from the wisdom of the woods 
the value of the wisdom of books. 
Strictly Legal. 
"What is a young man to do when 
his attention has been arrested by α 
pretty girl?" 
"Why, carry his case to court, of 
course."—Hed Heu. 
Sarcastic. 
"Is she a great singer?" 
"No: I shouldn't cnll her great. You 
can understand every word she singe." 
—Detroit Free Press. 
"I am pleased to reoommend Cham- 
berlain'· Cough Remedy as the best 
thing I know of and safest remedy for 
o<>ugbe, colds, and bronchial trouble," 
writes Mrs. L. B. Arnold of Denver, 
Col, "We have used it repeatedly and 
it has never failed to give relief." For 
sale by all dealer·. 
Knicker— Banking interests sometimes 
buy what they don't want, to avert a 
pmlc. 
Booker—As 1 buy my wife a drees. 
"I do not believe there is any other 
medicine so good for whooping cough as 
Chamberlain'· Cough Remedy," writes 
Mrs. Francis Tnrpin, Junction City, 
Oregon. Thi· remedy ia also unsur- 
passed for cold· and croup. For sale by 
all dealers. 
Pete Kinby (beside the stove, to up- 
braiding wife at the washtub)—Who yo' 
done oallin' an idler? Ah'ra busy all 
night tryin't' git asleep an' ah'm busy 
all day tryin't' keep awake. 
For pain· in the side or chest dampen 
a pleoe of flsnnel with Chamberlain's 
Liniment and bind it on over the seat of 
pain. There is nothing better. For 
sal· by all dealers, 
Saving Tim·. 
"How much le tbat?" asked tbe man 
who was lu h hurry. 
"Dollar ulnety-elght," replied tbe 
saleslady. 
"Would you uilud failing It $'J even?" 
"I'm sorry. I>ul It's agulnnt tbe 
rules." 
"Would you consent as a favor 
to 
retalu tbe change?" 
"Certainly not! 1 do not receive 
tips." 
He turned sadly away. Then a 
bright Idea struck him. lie 
went to 
the door, called h passing newsboy and 
took him to tbe couuter. Ile 
reached 
for the nrtlele desired and regardless 
of protest shoved It Into his pocket. 
Laying down η two dollar bill, be 
said 
to the newsboy: 
"Now. son. you wait for tbat 2 cents 
cbaugt. no matter how long It 
takes, 
and here's half a dollar for your 
trou 
ble."—Washington Star. 
Her Only Criticism. 
Little Dorothy not only liked her tea 
and coffee to have the appearance 
of 
being "real ami truly." but she also 
liked to taste the flavor of each. One 
afternoon her mother took her 
lo a 
friend s hume where tea was served at 
5 o'clock. 
The hostess pave to Dorothy what 
she usually gave to lier own children 
of Dorothy's age. In the line of liquid 
refreshment-via. hot water, sugar and 
miik. Dorothy tasted hers politely and 
nte her little cakes. 
"Why. Dorothy, you aren't drinking 
your tea. dear, isn't It sweet enough?" 
asked the hostess. 
"Yes, Mrs. C.. it's sweet enough." re- 
plied the child. 
"Then why aren't you taking it?" 
"It's too dull," she replied.—New 
York Times. 
TRUE'S 
ELIXIR 
Established 1851 
iVe/a"cureall. "Take it when 
your stomach's "off"—lieaa 
aches—breath is bad. 
Relieves constipation, bil- 
iousness, and lackof?p[>etite. 
Intestinal ~ntiscptic. Expel· 
worms. 
"Zetpi tou and your childrrn tceit." 
36c, 50o, St.00· 
ESTABLISHED 
1831 
THE 
COUNTRY 
GENTLEMAN 
The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper, 
ΑΧΌ ADMITTEDLY THE 
Le* Agricultural Journal of tbe Worli 
Every department written by specialists, the 
highest authorities in their respective lines. 
No other paper pretends to compare with it 
In qualifications of editorial staff. 
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree 
of completeness not even attempted by others, 
INDISPENSABLE TO 
ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS 
WHO WISH TO 
KEEP VP WITH THE TI.HES. 
SlagU Subscription, $1.C0; 
Two Subscriptions, $2.60; 
Five Subscriptions, I&.60. 
SPECIAL INDICE UEMS to RAIS- 
ERS OF LAHtiKU CLUBS. 
Four Months* 1 rial Trip 50 cents. 
SPECIMEN CC-riES 
will be mailed free on rcjuuit. It will pay any- 
body interested in nry way in country life to 
send for them. Addn.':" :b·· -Wishers: 
LUTHER TUCKIR & SON, 
.';Z~ -.my, Ν. X. 
Subscription·· rake:: .. ....s clfloe. 
KILL the COUGH 
and CURE THE LUNGS 
with Dr. King's 
New Discovery 
FOR Colds8 
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES. 
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY! 
OR MONET REFUNDED. 
Ladies! ^ave Money and Keep in 
Style by Reading McCall's 
Magazine and Using McCall Patterns 
McCall'i Maftiia· will 
iM-Ip you dress sty 1- 
kbly at η inoder: *.o 
χpen:,e by k e ρ i M a 
you pustod on iho 
latest fashion.» m 
dollies and bci>. CO 
New fashion Desigus 
lu cmli Issue. Also 
valuuMo Information 
on all homo and per- 
sonal mailers. Only 
fOc a year. Including 
a fno p.iitern. Sub- 
^ Tii today or send 
l:vo samplo copy. 
McCall Patterns will el:; 1 you tomrko In your 
own homo, withyourown l<.-.iid clothing for 
yourself and children ν. ',.ιι ΐι will lie perfect 
in style and fit. I'm «—,:·>:ό higher ihau 15 
cents. Send !<>r ftoe l'citern Catalogue. 
Wt Will Cire Yon Fin· Prêtent) (or potting Slll>- 
scrlptlons among your friends. Send furireo 
Premium Ca'alogui; und C'a^h Γπζο Oiler. 
TUE McCALL C0H?AKY. 239 lo 249 Wm 37ik Si, NEW YOU 
KIDNEY 
DISEASE 
KILLS. 
Year lietdtli and life depend 
upon the Kidneys' working 
properly. When out of order 
you Lure piiiis in the buck, 
^brick ùuat deposits in the 
excreîi ins,scalding pains, 
swi lling around eyes, 
constipated bowels, 
drowsiness, fever, rheumutio 
I pains. The best treatment 
ji for theso conditions is Dr. 
*~v Y WW Kennedy's Favorite Remedy, 
η ( (II I It removes tho uric acid from Π I 'I I tbo system, tho cause of most 
Kiduey, Liver and Blood troubles. 35 
years of eueeess. Write Dr. David Ken- 
nedy Co., Rondout, Ν. Y., for free sample 
bottle. Large bottles $1.00 all druggists 
A LOW PRICE 
— ON — 
Wool Carpets 
to close out o«.ld patterns anil clean 
up stock. 
Chas. F. Ridlon, 
Corner Main and Danforth Sts., 
NORWAY, MAINE. 
THREE GENERATIONS 
TMtJfr to tl>· Wonderful Ratait* of 
aL. F.w Atwood'e Medicine 
Id all form· of Indigestion, billon· 
condition· and conatipaUon. 
Over 60 year· of constant 
une have proved "L. F." a wonderful 
remedy for cold· arising from couge»ted 
condition·. A do·· now 
and then will protect you. Wuhbnni. 
M«. 
"Thrëe generations in our family 
have fined unit art 
usina 'L. Atwoud's Medicine. 
H'e think it is fine." 
MISS LOTTIE A. HOUSTON. 
Look for the big red letter· 
"L. F." on the label. 
A large bottle 86 eta. Writ· 
for liberal sample to 
THE UL. F." MEDICINE CO„ 
Portland, Me. 
You Can Work Near a Window • 1>- _ 
in winter when you hive a Perfec- 
tion Oil Heater. It is a portable 
radiator which can be moved to 
any part of a room, or to any 
room 
in a house. When you have a 
Absolutely smokeless and odniat 
you do not have to work cloee 
to the 
stove, which Is usually far from the 
window. You can work where you 
wish, and be warm. You can work on 
dull winter days in the full light near 
the window, without being chilled to 
'the bone. 
The Perfection Oil Heater quickly 
— gives heat, and with one filling of the 
font burns steadily for nine hours, without smoke 
or smell. An 
indicator always shows the amount of oil in the 
font. The filler- 
cap, put in like a cork in a bottle, is 
attached by a chain. This 
heater has a cool handle and a damper top. 
The Perfection Oil Heater has an automatic-locking 
llame spreader, which prevents the wick from being turned 
high enough to smoke, and is easy to remove 
and drop back, so 
the wick can be quickly cleaned. The burner body or gallery 
cannot become wedged and can be unscrewed in an instant for 
rewicklng. The Perfection Oil Heater is finished 
in japan or 
nickel, is strong, durable, well-made, built for service, 
and yet 
light and ornamental. 
Dealers everywhere. If not at yours, write for descripttee 
circular 
to the nearest -ftney of the 
Standard Oil Company 
(Incorporated) 
STANDARD 
SEWING 
MACHINES. 
Send for Catalogue. 
W. J. WHEELER & CO., 
South Paris. 
CONVENIENCE 
OF THE 
CHECKING ACCOUNT. 
Possibly you who read this have never kept 
a bank account. If not, let us suggest that you 
try the experiment. You will find it helpful in 
many ways. Aside from the fact that your mon- 
ey will be safe from theft and fire, such a habit 
tends to thrift, economy, disipline and a general 
understanding of business principles, all of 
which are essential to success. It also affords a 
convenient method for the payment of bills ; and 
as the checks are always preserved and returned 
to you, they serve as receipts for the amounts 
paid. 
We offer you good service, courtesy, liber- 
ality and stability and every accommodation 
consistent with safety. 
business (9 a. π. to j p. n. 
'.Saturdays close at 1.15 P. M. 
Hours : ( Open through the noon hour. 
THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK 
OF NORWAY, MAINE. 
Have "Good Luck" 
Each Baking Day 
For "luck" lies mostly in the flour. The wise 
cook uses William Tell and knows her bread 
will be perfection—her cake a marvel of deli- 
cate lightness—her pastry tender and flaky. 
William Tell Flour is made from Ohio Red 
Winter Wheat—which has no equal. There is only 
a limited supply—enough to go around among the 
housewives who have learned the value of perfect flour. 
Order your sack coday. (4) 
William Tel 
FOR SALE BY N. DAYTON BOLSTER & CO. 
60 YEARS' 
EXPERIENCE 
Patents 
rRADK MARK· 
Designs 
COPYRIOHTS Ac. 
Anyone tending a sketch and description may 
•lulckly ascertain our opinion frw whether an 
Invention I» probably patentable. Commnnlca- 
tlone strictly confldontlui. HANDBOOK on Patente 
lent free. Oldest lurrncy fur securing patents. 
Patents taken through Munn A Co. Motive 
ιptcial notice, without char··. In tb« 
Scientific American. 
Λ handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest etr- 
dilation of any sclentlBc journal. Term·, |3 a 
rear : four montha, |L Sold by all newsdealers. 
Newark 
State of Maine. 
Executive Department, ) 
Augusta, Oct. 28, 1910. I 
Notice la hereby given that η petition for the 
Sirdon of Maur'ce R. Fogg, a convict In the * f ri County jail, under sentence for the crime 
of Maintaining a Liquor Nuisance, la now pend- 
ing before the Governor and Coancll, and a 
hearing thereon will be granted In the Council 
Chamber at A ugusta, on Tuesday, the twenty 
ninth day of November, next, at βΛ0 o'clock a.m. 
J. E. ALEXANDER, 
44-6 Deputy Secretary of State. 
:! ,-/S 
Picture Frames 
and Pictures, 
Mats, Mirrors 
& Mouldings 
High Grade Portrait Work 
in Crayon, Water color, 
Sepia and Oil a specialty. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
L. Mi TUFTS, 
St., SOUTH PARIS. 
Bankrupt's Petition fer Dischar?· 
» matter of » 6*' 
J. CASBOLL ""»TT.t Jl. ^ 
η the 
Γο the Hon. Clabencs Hue, Ja<w ,,.Ik 
SUSP of the UDlt*'suUl» «SSft 
Τ CARROLL SWKATT of MtxW 
11 Count/ of Oxford, and Sute <,i m 
η eald District, rei|>ectiuily renr^L ,k*· 
m the 30th Jay of October, l<m*, ιΛ u?V 1411 
luly adjudged bankrupt, under ihe A '**· 
Congress relating to Bankruptcy, thit?fkof Inly surrendered all hie property »η7ίι.>."* 
.roperty, and ha- fully compilé « 
«qulrementa of «aid AcU and 0f theori.J. iourt touching hi* bankruptcy. M<n« 
Wherefore he pray*, That be niv u 
:reeil by the Court to have a full dUchar» ill debte provable against hi· eeute un ir «ι* 
iankrupt<:y Acte, except »uch <lebu u υ» 
septed l»y law from Much discharge 1 Datent thl* 26th «lay of October, A It iu 
J. CARROLL SWF.VÎT, llu^ 
ORDER OF NOTICK TllKKKo\ 
district ok Mai.nk, ** 
On thle i9»h "lay of Oct., A. I), uuo 0E 
ug the foregoing petition. It t»— 
Ordered bv the Court, That » tieartn* u 
upon the name on the '.<th day of I^c η 
1910, before said Court at Portland, In n£i ήΓ 
tflct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; u4 ^ notice thereof l>e published In the Oxford [J!r 
jcrat, a cewspaper printed In *ald District »m that all known creditor*, and other penoo·!? 
Intere*t, may ap|>ear at the sal 1 time an 1 
»nd show cause, If anv they have, why the ri-' 
?r of '«Id petitioner should not U· granted 
An«l U t* further ordered by the < <,un rtn 
I he Clerk shall send b> mall to all known -v 
lt<>re copie* of eald petition and thU order V 
IreMCd to them at their place* of rctsMen.', u 
»t:.tcd. 
Wltne** the Hos. Clahkmk Halk, V» 
of the *ald Court, and the seal thereof, ύ ρ» 
land, In *ald District, on the .Kb day of « 
A. D. 1910. 
j L. B.J JAM Κ* K. I< KW κ Y, Ckn 
A true copy <>f petltlou and order thervot 
Attest'—JAMK4 Κ HKVVKV, tim 
notice. 
Id the DUtrlct Court of the I'nlte! Stat· for 
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy. 
I η the matter of ) 
WELLINGTON BIRD, In Itsnknirr 
of Λ Ibauv, liankruiit I 
To the creditor* of Wellington B!rl, in 
the County of Oxford and district xforesald 
Notice 1* hereby given that on the Mh <ι»τ of 
Sot., A. 1>. lvl», the said Willing !,·Γ; 
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, :u. tn.utht ir.t 
meeting ot hl» creditor» will be held the oltoe 
of the Referee, No. ι» Market -v|ture, ». utr 
Pari*. on the ilrd day of Nov.. Λ D ρ.ρ, u 
10 o'clock In the forenoon, al « >h tlce tu· 
iald creditor- may attend, prove >.»-!r r/HSm, 
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, iti 
transact such other Ittulne** a* ρ yf.frj 
come before said m< ctli ΐ. 
South Pari*, Nov. 5. I'd" 
WALTKIC L. tiltA V 
R?f< ree lii Bm.kr "ri 
THE FOLDING 
APPLE LADDER! 
CONVENIENT. 
WELL MADE, 
SERVICEABLE, 
UP-TO-DATE. 
NONE BETTER, 
MADI ONLY RY 
L. F. WILLIS & CO., 
WEST PARIS, MAINE. 
Write for prices on all kind* ol 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS 
AND OTHER CUT FLOWERS, 
ALSO 
BULBS 
for Fall Planting and Winter Forcing. 
EASTER LILIES, TULIPS, 
NARCISSI, HYACINTHS, CROCUS, 
JONQUILS, Etc., 
τη· GREENHOUSE, 
PORTER ST.. SOUTH PARIS, 
M-Mi 
PARKERS 
HAIR BALSAM 
ClniuH »i'l !>·» —'· 
" Λί 
1'π>πι.>«« » «π r λ 
Never F»ilJ to Β<·«1 rf 
H»ir to it« Youthful Co.er. 
Curt· K*:p <i ·»»«< II— 
4>e. An·! I ·' 1 
MEN WANTED. Be a ibiuffeiir or Automobile Eetioeer 
We need men to train In three wrk- tor po 
rtltlone paying $20 to #.Ti weekly >·*·· 
* rt· 
Short hour». (4real demand now. Urlvlne Md 
Kur ge work. Five year» of 
Krtur 
now. 
Portland Auto Compan). 
^-i-a ή Ponlaad. M»in» 
For Sale. 
Grey horse, coming six ypara oM. 
weighn 1300, aoutid, kind »"d ft1***' 
worker. Kaised by owner. A »1 rtbile 
Chester pigH, four weeks old V v. 
44t f J. M. TU AVER, Paria III»· 
Sheathing. 
Spruce and fir. For sale by 
J. A. KENN'EV, 
astf South Paris. 
WANTED. 
A limite.I number of aniMtloue in. ft11*11*, 
ter an ability to 011 position* a* ►..llcltor» 
»'· 
Held manager», l'on pen«:itl..n f··-rn fIj 
"» 
i.'iO.OO per week to right partie». Kef.rri.. 
* 
.julrril. Apply to W. C. Co., I.uck Boi j®· 
Ban*, r. Maine. 
Wanted. 
Everybody to save their ΚΑ<ί>, BIB- 
BERS AND METALS for me. Mi' 
orders promptly attended to. I *1"° bl,>" 
Poultry. NOKMAN Ν. Κ LAI V. 
32-lyr. Box 817, Norway, Maine· 
Pulp Wood Wanted. 
Delivered at any station 
on the 
Grand Trunk between Berlin and 
Portland. Also White Ash bolt» 
J. M. DAY, 
43tf Hryant's Pond, Me. 
With the Modern 
the Maine farmer is forging right up 
to the front. You can't do it a )' 
other way. Please remember 
tlut 
A. W. Walker & Son 
make this a specialty in their 
busi' 
ness. We carry a big stock all 
1 e 
time You can get anything in 
,:i 
Farm Machinery line from a 
Ga»· 
aline Engine or Manure Spreader 
to 
ι small Garden Cultivator, and 
best there is made. You will J0·"1 
want a 
Sulky Plow 
for your fall plowing. You 
can do 
pour plowing much better and 
* 
jreat deal easier with one/than )'oU 
:an to chase the old walkf/ig p'oMf· 
A.nd don't forget one very/imp01"01'' 
tem, you can get repairs for 
tl< 
mchine* you buy here. 
A. W. Walker & Son. 
Soi·»' !> ru, Main·. 
\\ 
